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COLLATERAL CONSEQUENCES FOR JUSTICE-
INVOLVED YOUTH: A MODEL APPROACH TO 
REDUCING THE NUMBER OF COLLATERAL 
CONSEQUENCES 
Je nnica Janssen* 
Collateral consequences- stigma and disadvantages individuals 
face after becoming entangled in the legal system- for justice-
involved youth differ by jurisdiction and number in the thou-
sands. Although the American Bar Association (ABA) and the Of-
fice of Juvenile J ustice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) ad-
vocated for the reduction of juvenile collateral consequences over 
five years ago, after an initial surge in activism, the movement 
lost momentum. The Federal Advisory Committee on Juvenile 
Justice and several non-profit, public interest law firms, continue 
to advocate for the clarification of juvenile collateral consequenc-
es and the elimination of specific sanctions. This Note recognizes 
the importance of gathering juvenile collateral consequences for 
each state into one accessible resource for easy reference, and in-
cludes a juvenile collateral consequences table encompassing pol-
icies and statutes from across the country. I t also proposes a 
Model Act, with the ultimate goal of establishing uniformity and 
abolishing certain collateral consequences to limit the impact on 
the future of justice-involved youths. 
*J ennica Janssen, M.S., is a J.D./JJh.D. candidate m Drexel University's Law-
Psycho'logy program. Her clinical and research inLercsts are in Lhe collaLoral conse-
quences fo,· jttstice-involvod youth, juve ni le sex offender 1·egislr0Lion , onlinc dat ing 
violence, 11nd juvenile and adult forensic psychology. genera lly. She is adjunct fncully 
in lhe Dep!lr lment of Psychology nL Drexel UniversiLy. Jennica earned hor M.S. in 
Clinical Psychology in 2013 and B.S. m Psychobiology m 2010. I would like to Lhank 
Dr. Kevm Woodson, Dr. Naomi Goldstein, Riya Shah, and J uvenile Law Center for 
their assistance throughout the draft ing of this article. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Michael Johnson was raised in a loving single-parent home 
in a poor, urban neigbborhood.1 He enjoyed elementary school 
and did very well academically. Michael and his mother decided 
to place Michael in the district's lottery system to attempt to 
gain him entry to a high-achieving charter school in the city. 
Although he was lucky enough to get selected, the special admit 
middle school placed him in a different area of the city. After 
getting jumped twice on his way home, Michael decided that the 
best way to scare off his bullies was to carry a knife with him for 
protection. He reasoned with himself, "My mom will not even 
know it's gone because we have so many steak knives in the 
kitchen." The only time he would even need to take the knife out 
of his backpack would be to flash it to the eighth graders who 
kept bullying him. 
Since he was new to the school, Michael forgot to consider 
the metal detectors through which he had to put his bag. Stand-
ing in line to walk on to campus, Michael knew that he could not 
walk away to dispose of the knife without raising suspicion. He 
wished he could just tell the school police officer what was hap-
pening to explain why he left the house with the kitchen knife, 
but there was no going back now. He placed his bag on the metal 
detector and hoped for the best. 
The loud alarm scared him. He almost wanted to yell, "That 
bag is not mine!" but it was too late. The police officer pulled him 
aside and searched his bag. Michael was caught. 'l'hinking that 
the knife would just be taken out of his possession, he apologized 
profusely. However, Michael did not know that he was in a Zero 
Tolerance2 school district. He was arrested for having a weapon 
1 This fictional description is used to illuslrate the possible background story of a jus-
tice-involved youth and how small mistakes can spiral into a lifetime of crime. This 
narrative is an illustration of what is often coined the "School-to-Prison-Pipeline," 
where "children are funneled out of D schools and into the juvenile or adult criminal 
justice system." AMERLCAN Cl VIL LlBERTJES UNION, School-to-Prison-Pipeline, 
https://www.aclu.org/issues/juvenile-justice/school-prison-pipeline (last visited Jan. 5, 
2019). The facts and procedure are clarified by a discussion with an experienced legal 
system official who explained that stories like these are a commonplace in the cur-
rent configuration of t he juvenile justice system. In-person interview with Kevin 
Bethel, Former Deputy Police Commissioner of Philadelphia, in Philadelphia, Pa. 
(Nov. 2, 2016). 
2 Zero tolerance policies "mandate automatic punishment, such as suspension or ex-
pulsion, for infractions of a stated fschoolj ru le." Stephanie Francis Ward, Schools 
Start to Rethink Zero Tolerance Policies, ABA ,JOURNAL (Aug. 2014), 
http://www.abajournal.com/magazine/article/schools_start_to_rethin k_zero_tolerance 
_policies (citing examples of expelling a student because it "looked like they were 
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in a school zone and taken to the local precinct. 
The type of knife did not matter. The reason Michael had 
the knife in his bag did not matter. His apologies did not matter. 
Weapons are mandatory reports that require the police to be 
called.3 Even if the police did not want to place Michael in the 
system at such a young age, the legislature requires it. Michael 
had his first contact with the police and his first mark on his ju-
venile record at 11 years old. 
Since he was a minor and this was his first arrest, the dis-
trict attorney cut Michael a break by requiring no formal proba-
tion. Michael was diverted4 to a program established by the 
prosecutor. He was able to complete the program successfully 
and his record was eligible to be expunged. All Michael had to do 
to wipe his record clean was pay one hundred dollars in court 
fines. Michael knew it would be difficult to earn 100 dollars, es-
pecially because his mother could not help him; she was already 
working two jobs and trying to support him and his three sib-
lings. He would try and find a job to help him pay his fines with-
in the one-year deadline. 
There are not many jobs available to a middle school boy, let 
alone one with a record. He was unable to pay the fines within 
the deadline and was receiving pressure from the judge. Michael 
did not know what he should do, but once he reached high 
school, a solution was proposed to him. Michael's older brother 
had a neighborhood friend who said Michael could earn some 
easy money by working for him. Seeing no downside to this ar-
rangement, Michael asked what he had to do. The 17 -year-old 
said, "All you need to do is stand on the corner while I am down 
the block. Just signal to me if you see anyone coming towards 
our street." 
Michael knew this might not be the best idea, but it seemed 
harmless and it was easy money. He started out earning ten dol-
lars per hour for just hanging around outside with his brother 
and his friends. This arrangement was flawless for a few weeks 
high" or "smelled like pot"). Although originally instituted to increase safety in 
schools, ''These policies have no measurable impact on school safety but are associat-
ed with a number of negative effects." Nancy A Heitzeg, Education or Incarceration: 
Zero 1'olerance Policies and the School to Prison Pipeline, 2 F. ON PUB. Pot,'Y ONLTNE 
1 (2009). 
3 Mickey Losinski et al., Weapons in Schools and Zero-Tolerance Policies, 98(2) 
NJ\SSP Bulletin 126, 127-28 (2014). 
• Diversion programs are "alternatives to initial or continued formaJ processing of 
youth in the juvenile delinquency system" and can include community service, after-
school programs, etc. YOU'l'H.GOV, Diversion Programs, http://youth.gov/youth-
topics/juvenile-justice/diversion-programs (last visited Jan. 5, 2019). 
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until the local community police officer began patrolling the 
block. This led to Michael's second contact with the police. The 
city police department and the prosecutor were a lot less forgiv-
ing this time. Michael, at age 14, received a year of juvenile pro-
bation, a formal juvenile adjurucation5 for furthering a drug op-
eration (trafficking), and an additional 500 dollars in fines. 
Michael thought he got the best deal possible. His day-to-
day life had not been disrupted by this new charge, but his fu. 
ture was greatly affected. As a resident of Pennsylvania, these 
adjudications meant that Michael's ability to get a job in the fu. 
ture was in jeopardy, his family could be evicted from their pub-
lic housing, he could be suspended or expelled because his school 
would be informed of his new charge, he would have to report his 
record on his college applications, and a court could use his his-
tory against him should he face any charges as an adult.6In oth-
er words, before Michael even has the chance to vote- or to de-
cide his own future-our justice system has him pigeonholed as 
a criminal.7 Michael's story re.fleets an important problem with 
grave consequences that affects far too many young people 
across the United States: after justice system involvement, 
youths never have the opportunity to enjoy a fresh start at a 
bright future. This Note seeks to identify the issues with juve-
nile collateral consequences and offers a solution to remedy the 
long-term effects of juvenile collateral consequences. 
Research has demonstrated that justice-involved youth ex-
perience detrimental educational consequences. For example, ar-
rested and incarcerated individuals are 11-26% less likely to 
graduate from high school than non-arrested individuals.8 Zero 
tolerance laws9 enforced in most states mandate that states es-
tablish firearm statutes requiring a one-year expulsion for cer-
6 A juvenile adjudication is the equivalent to an adult misdemeanor or felony. See 
gen.erally PENNSYLVANlA JUVENil,E INDIGENT DEFENSE ACTION NETWORK, The Pen.n-
syluania Juvenile Collateral Consequences Checklist (Aug. 2015), 
http://www. pacourts. us/assets/files/setting-17 48/file-1538. pd f?cb=4467fc [hereinafter 
PA-JrDAN]. ln this case, it is a felony because drug trafficking would be considered a 
felony in adult court. 
6 PA-JIDAN, supra note 5, at 5-7. 
7 Michael's story is more common than we would like to think. See, e.g., Dylan Walsh, 
'l'he Crimes of Children, Tm;ATL.ANTIC (Aug. 10, 2015), 
h ttps://www. the a ti an tic .com/po Ii tics/ arch ive/2015/08/the-cri mes-of-chi I dre n/3985'13. 
With the courts handling an estimated 1,058,500 delinquency cases in 2013, the 
number of"Michaels" in the United States is in the thousands. C!-IARLF,S 
HOCKENBERRY & SARAH PUZ7ANCI-JERA, NAT'!, C'l'R. FORJUV. JUST., JUVENJLE COURT 
STATISTICS 1, 6 (July 2015), https://calio.dspacedirect.org/handle/11212/1194. 
8 Randi Hjalmarsson, Criminal Justice Inuolllement and lligh School Completion, 63 
J. o~·Une. ECON. 613,613,621 (2008). 
u See Ward, supra note 2. 
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tain weapons offenses; whenever a child is charged with a delin-
quent act, the intake officer is required to inform the school dis-
trict, which could also lead to suspension or expulsion.10 Not only 
do these consequences greatly restrict the youth's access to edu-
cation, but they also make it more difficult for them to obtain an 
education in the future by limiting what schools he or she may 
be allowed to attend.11 Furthermore, results of a longitudinal 
study conducted in Chicago, Illinois, demonstrated that a juve-
nile adjudication has a large impact on high school dropout rates 
and there was a significant gap in four-year college enrollment 
between youth with a juvenile record and youth without justice 
system involvement.12 Youth will struggle with the considerable 
consequences of lowered educational attainment, which may im-
pact recidivism. Education is a protective factor in preventing 
recidivism, so it is crucial to provide a mechanism for juvenile 
justice stakeholders to review collateral consequences on a state-
by-state basis with the hope of redudng the severity of impact on 
the futures of justice-involved youth.13 
Part I of this Note will give a general introduction to the ju-
venile justice system and to collateral consequences affecting 
justice-involved youth. Part IT will address the current state of 
juvenile justice reform, discuss the lack of uniformity of juvenile 
collateral consequences across the United States, and provide a 
discussion of the collateral consequences in all fifty states. Part 
Ill will propose a model act and will argue that drafting a stat-
ute to serve as a prototype for state legislatures will promote 
continuity and reduce the impact of collateral consequences on 
justice-involved youth. This Note will conclude by arguing that 
decreased, consistent collateral consequences delineated in a 
model act will reduce the long-term effects of juvenile adjudica-
t ions. 
10 Julie McConnell, Five Devastating Collateral Conseqttences of Juvenile Delinquency 
Adjudicati.ons You Should Know Before You Represent a Child, 61 VA. LAW. 34, 34-35 
(2012), https://scholarship.richmond.edu/law-faculty-publications/45/. 
11 See generally PA-JffiAN, suprn note 5. 
"David S. Kirk & Robert J. Sampson, Juvenile Arrest and Collateral Education 
Damage in the Transition to Adulthood, 86 Soc. m' EDUC. 36 (2013). 
13 See Christopher Gowen ct. al, 'I'l1e ABA '.9 Approach to Juvenile Justice Reform: Ed-
ucation, Euiction, and Employment: 'The Collateral Consequences of Juvenile Adjudi-
cation, 3 DUKE .F. f<'OR L. & soc. CHANGE 187, 190 (2011), 
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II. THE NEED FOR JUVENILE COLLATERAL CONSEQUENCES 
REFORM 
31 
Over 100 years ago, juvenile courts established an alterna-
tive to the adult courts due to the prevailing belief that juveniles 
are inherently different from adults.14 The state was supposed to 
play the role of a parent, parens patriae, l5 because "children 
were not of full legal capacity, the state had the inherent power 
and responsibility to provide protection for children whose natu-
ral parents were not providing appropriate care or supervi-
sion."16 The focus of the juvenile system was the overall welfare 
of the youth, and the child was viewed to be in "need of the 
court's benevolent intervention."17 By 1925, all but two states 
had created juvenile courts and the mission was clearly stated in 
the laws: to help children in trouble.18 Juveniles were seen as 
less culpable and more receptive to r ehabilitation, and therefore 
were able to be "saved from a life of crime and disadvantage."19 
Unfortunately, th e United States has since departed from the 
care and treatment of justice-involved youth and focused more 
on punitive, retributive measures including severe collateral 
consequences post-adjudication. 20 
Before analyzing what should be done to address the issues 
regarding juvenile collateral consequences, it is important to un-
derstand the current state of the juvenile justice system. Section 
A explains the present juvenile justice system and the need to 
revert to its original intent, treating youth differently by focus-
ing on treatment, care, and rehabilitation. The utility of juvenile 
collateral consequences and state specific prevalence rates are 
discussed in Section B. 
1' Daniel P. Mears et. al, Public Opinion an,d the Foundation of the ,Juvenile Court, 
45 CRlMINOLOGY 223, 223 (2007), bttp:/lwww.njjn.org/uploads/digitaJ-
library/resource_509.pdf. 
16 Parens Patriae is a longstanding doctrine that extended to schools and other insti-
tutions and was then incorporated into the juvenile justice system. See Alexander W. 
Pisciotta, Saving the Children: The Promise and Practice of Parens Patriae, 1838-
1898, 28 CIUME&DELINQ. 410,410 (1982). 
l G HOWARD N. SNYDER & MELISSA SJCKMUND, JUVENILE OFFENDERS AND VICTIMS: 
2006 NATIONAL REPORT, 94 (2006), hUp://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED495786.pdf. 
11 Id. 
1aJd. 
19 Mears et al., supra note 14, at 223. 
20 See infra Part, II; see also infra Appendix A. 
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A. The Evolution of the Juvenile Justice System 
Today, although research indicates that the general public 
beHeves that juvenile offenders are capable of rehabilitation, 
states have continued to criminalize their juvenile justice sys-
tems by slowly decreasing the divide between the juvenile and 
adult justice systems.21 During the mid-twentieth century, the 
juvenile courts focused on "offenders and not offenses" and "on 
rehabilitation and not punishment," which allowed the juvenile 
courts to have discretion on its cases and sometimes handle cas-
es without taking formal judicial action.22 A range of sentencing 
options were available for judges who wanted to rehabilitate 
children, including training school confinement and discussing 
the cases with the department of probation.23 All of these juve-
nile cases were individualized and decided based on the "best in-
terests of the child and the public."24 In the 1950s and 1960s the 
treatment techniques used by juvenile justice professionals were 
not reaching desired effectiveness and the professionals were 
worried about the increasing number of youths indefinitely insti-
tutionalized in the name of treatment.25 
During the 1980s the public began to perceive that serious 
juvenile crime was increasing and the justice system was too le-
nient on youth offenders.26 Even though there were mispercep-
tions about the rise of juvenile crime, many states passed more 
punitive laws.27 Some states lowered the upper age of juvenile 
court jurisdiction in order to include more youths in the adult 
system, and almost every state enacted laws aimed at facilitat-
ing the transfer of certain youthful offenders to the adult crimi-
nal justice system.28 Although the rates of crimes committed by 
young people did not increase as predicted, the changes to the 
legal system that favored punishment rather than rehabilitation 
of youth have remained, including laws giving criminal and ju-
venile cowts expanded sentencing options and laws removing 
juvenile court confidentiality provisions.29 In addition to changes 
21 Mears et al., supra note 14, at 223; See also Alex R. Piquero et al., Neuer 1'00 Late: 
Public Optimism About J uuenile Rehabilitation, 12(2) P UNISHMENT & Soc'y 187, 188 
(2010). 
22 Snyder & Sickmund, supra note 16, at 94. 
2a Id . 
2,1 Id. at 94. 
2& ld. at 96. 
2G ld . 
21 ld . 
28 Jd. 
w Id. at 96-97. 
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in the legal system that reflected more punitive treatment of jus-
tice-involved youth, public opinion at that time also suggested 
an acceptance of harsh responses to young defendants.30 Regard-
less of actual trends, significant majorities believed youth crime 
to be increasing and most people held negative views of youth 
courts.31 
Crime trends, recidivism rates, alternatives to imprison-
ment, and the impact of rehabilitation and restorative juvenile 
justice are usually topics with which the general public is unfa-
miliar.32 Surveys conducted over the past twenty years in sever-
al English-speaking countries revealed that most members of 
the public held a number of misperceptions about juvenile 
crime.33 Research on public opinion previously identified that 
people believe the juvenile justice system to be too lenient be-
cause it "concentrate[es] too heayjly on rehabilitation and the 
welfare of offenders."34 This opinion, however, was based on me-
dia coverage, which more often addressed the failings of the jus-
tice system than the successes.35 Findings from more recent 
studies indicate that this swinging pendulum of opinion is 
swinging back towards rehabilitation suggesting people would 
like juveniles transferred to adult court sparingly and selective-
ly.36 1'here is also a broad consensus in support of juvenile reha-
bilitation and an abiding optimism that court-involved youth can 
9° For example, one-quarter of a l·andom sample of 556 Southern California residents 
who were polled in 2003 01' their views regnrding youth who conimiUccl very serious 
cl"imes were willing to excculo juvenile offenders who wer e 16 years and younger at 
lho time the crime wns commiLt.ed. llrendn I,. Vogel & Ronald E. Vogel, 'I?re Age of 
Death: Appraising Public Opinio11 of Jnvenile Capital Pw1ish111ent. 31 ,J. 01' ClllM. 
JUS'r. 169, LG9 (2003). 'l'he Suptcmc Cot1rt Inter banned tho denlh pennlly for juve• 
niles. Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551 (2006). In this case, the juvenile defendant 
conspit·ed with two friends to burglari\le n home and murder tho occupant. Id. Dc-
spit.e the egr egiousness uf the crime, the Com·t held lhat it is unconstit.ut.ional Lo sen-
tence individuals to capital punishment for crimes committed under the age of 18. Id. 
at 578-79. 'fhis decision overturned stntut.es in 25 sLntcs and overrnled the Court's 
prior holding in Sumford v. Ke ntucky, 492 U.S. 391 (1989) (upholding capital pun-
ishment for offet1ders obove or at the oge of 16). 
31 Vogel & Vogel, supra note 30, at 169. 
32 l•rnncis 'I'. Cullen et al., Public Opinion about Punishment and Corrections, 27 
CR!M~:ANDJUST. 1, 3 (2000). 
:J:J See generally Julian V. Robert.~, Public Opinion and Youth Justice, 3] CRIME AND 
JUST. 495 (2004), http://www.jstor.org/stable/3488353. 
:)4 CAROLYN HAMILTON & RACHEL HARVEY, '!'HE Rou: OF STATISTICS AND PUBLIC 
OPINION IN TliE IMPLEMENTATION OF IN'rERNATJONALJUVENILE JuSTLCE STANDARDS 
25 (2005), htLp://www.hcuni.ft/material/attachments/heuni/papers/ 
6KtmH98RDfl'oinen VcrsioPaino.pdf. 
3• Id. at 24. 
36 Brandon K. Applegate et al., Reconsider Child Saoing: 'The Extent and Correlates 
of Public Support for Excluding Youths from the J1we1iile Court, 55 CRIME & DELJNQ. 
51, 70 (2009). 
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be refonned.37 Taken together, findings from surveys of public 
opinion suggest that although people support harsh punish-
ments for youth who commit violent crimes, they also support 
rehabilitative measures for juveniles.38 
Juvenile justice reform has refocused on rehabilitation and 
emphasized t reating each juvenile as an i nclividual,39 but collat-
eral consequences have not followed suit. I t is more beneficial to 
reduce recidivism and to prevent crime than to work retroactive-
ly by punjshing offenders after the fact. 40 The Supreme Court 
endorsed the individual-prevention theory fol' adults as a consti-
tutional matter in the 1997 decision of Kansas v. Hendricks.41 
The Court upheld a subjective standard when examining a sub-
stantive due process challenge 'Tor sexual -predator statutes that 
permit post-sentence comm.itment, so long as they requfre p1·oof 
that the oITender is 'dangerous beyond D1is or her] control."'42 
The Court effectively held that, "individuals whose lack of voli-
tional control makes them relatively undeterrable may be pre-
ventively detained if necessary to avoid recidivism."43 In this 
case the Court created a subjective inquiry based on the individ-
ual offender by holding that adult prisoners convicted of sex of-
fenses whom the state deems dangerous due to mental abnor-
mality can be civilly committed indefinitely pending a finding of 
'dangerous beyond [his or her] control.'·M Focusing on just the in-
dividual standard and not the holding, this p1·eventat.ive model 
is also applied when analyzing juvenile offenses. Adolescence is 
characterized by lack of volitional control b1.1t unlike the adults 
discussed in Hendricks, juveniles can be deterred because it can 
be argued that immaturity-characterized by risk taking behav-
ior, impulsivity, and susceptibility to peer pressure- affects de-
cision-making abilities in juveniles and reduces culpability:15 
Thus, a proactive, individually tailored, preventive intervention, 
ideally designed to increase deterrability, may be more success-
ful for juveniles.40 
37 Piquero et al., supra note 21, at 198. 
38 Mears ct al .. supra note 14, at 230. 
39 Christopher Slobogin & Mark R. Fondacaro, Juvenile Justice: 'I'he Fourth Option, 
95 IOWA L. REV. 1, 4 (2009). 
•o Id. at 6. 
"ld.; see generally, 521 U.S. 346 (1997). 
• 2 Slobogin & Fondacaro, supra. note 39, at 6. 
•a Id. 
•• Hendricks, 521 U.S. at 346-48. 
'" Slobogin & Fondacaro, su.pra note 39, at 6. 
,,o id. aL 6-7. 
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B. Juvenile Collateral Consequences Defined and Why 
They Need to Ch ange 
Collateral consequences are penalties not imposed by the 
justice system that can be contradictory to the proactive, indi-
vidual-prevention theory. 47 The collateral consequences of justice 
system involvement include the stigma and disadvantages that 
are attached to individuals after becoming involved with the 
court system.48 They are civil or non-civil penalties that continue 
to affect individuals even after they have successfully completed 
the requirements delineated by the coul't.'19 Although these pen-
alties are not imposed by cour ts, they may limit opportunities for 
individuals and linger much longer than court-imposed disposi-
tions.50 
Even though the collateral consequences for justice-involved 
youth differ depending on jurisdiction, the effects of a juvenile 
adjudication are longstanding for all adolescents. In all 50 states 
and the District of Columbja, a juvenile record can prevent 
youths from serving in t he military, becoming United States citi-
zens, and may lead to the youth's entire family being evicted 
from public housing.51 In 65% of states a juvenile adjudication 
can leau tu su:,pen1:,ion or expul1:,iun from 1:,c.:hool , anu in 57% uf 
states, an adjudicatio11 can affect a youth's chances of getting ac-
cepted to college or graduate school.52 86% of states make juve-
nile records available to government agencies, school officials, 
potential employers, or the general public.63 In fact, 19 states do 
not allow juvenile records to he expunged at all.51 47% of states 
may require juveniles to register as sex offenders and 2 states 
even make it impossible for individuals with juvenile records to 
ever become a foster or adoptjve parent. 55 
If Michael lived in Pennsylvania, because of Michael's adju-
dication,56 his futme would be severely impacted. The infor-
41 See DAVlD P. FARRINGTON & BRANDON C. WELSH, SAVING CHJLJJREN !<'ROM A LlFE 
OF Cn1t.11-:: li:A.lll.Y HISK FACTORS AND EnECTIVE fNTERVEN'l'IONS J, 106-120 (Oxford: 
Oxford University P1·es1,, 2007). 
48 Gowen el al., supra nole 13, at 188. 
,o Id. 
50 Td. 
61 See infra Appendix A (displaying a chart of the potential juvenile collaLeral conse-





ijB See supra Introduction. 
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mation about his case will be sent to his school.67 If Michael de-
cides to transfer schools, all information about the delinquency 
adjudication will be transferred with him.68 Michael, his mom, 
and all of his siblings could be evicted from their public housing 
eveu though bis offense d id not occu1· on public housing proper-
ty.so Potential employers have the ability to access his juvenile 
record through the Administrative Office of Pennsylvania 
Courts.60 If Michael decides to apply to college, and the institu-
tion's application asks for arrest history, then Michael must in-
clude information about his juvenile arrests.61 If Michael decides 
to join the military, "a delinquency adjudication is considered a 
conviction for a criminal oITense under army regulations."62 Mi-
chael is required to pay all fines and court costs. 63 If Michael 
committed another crime after he turned 18, his delinquency ad-
juclications trigger sentencing enhancements in both state and 
federal adult criminal systems.64 Drug trafficking would be con-
sidered a felony in adult court, and therefore more severe juve-
nile collateral consequences would attach.65 This would include 
his hearing transcripts66 and records67 being open to the public. 
Michael's record does not automatically disappear when he turns 
eighteen.68 The Commonwealth attorney would have to consent 
to the expungement of Michael's record and would consider the 
type of offense(s), his age, his employment history, his juvenile 
criminal history, and the adverse consequences of a denial of ex-
pungement.69 
Collateral consequences do not fit the idea that the juvenile 
justice system is typically one of civil jurisdiction with the inten-
tjon of promoting rehabilitation and avoiding the stigma that is 
attached to a criminal conviction.70 Despite the cons tructive 
67 PA-JIDAN, supra note 5, at 6. 
Mid. 
'•9 P/\-JIDAN, supra note 5, a L 6; see also Dep't of Hous. & U rban Dev. v. Rucker, 535 
U.S. 125, 133· L36 (2002). 
oo PA-JIDAN, supra note 5, at 5. 
61 Id. at 7. 
02 Jd. 
63 id. at 12. 
&1 PA-J IDAN, supra note 5, at 13; Commonwealth v. Billett, 535 A.2tl 1182, 1185 (Pa. 
Super 1988). 
s:; See generally PA-JIDAN, supra note 5, at 13. 
,;i; id. at 4. 
s1 Id. 
68 i d. at 15. 
ro ld. at 15. 
10 Gowen et a l., supra note 13, aL 188. This "juveniles arn different" mindset is exem-
plified in the recent Supreme Court decisions Miller u. Alabama and Montgomery u. 
Louisiana, where the fedei·al government is required Lo exa mine the unique circum-
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goals of the juvenile justice system, unintended adverse collat-
eral consequences can result in many areas of life. It has become 
increasingly more important to inform people about the collat-
eral consequences of juvenile justice involvement and significant 
efforts have been made to better disseminate the information 
about these sanctions.71 It is still unclear, however, whether t he 
public fully grasps the detrimental effects of a juvenile adjudica -
tion. The collateral consequences for juvenile offenders may be 
difficult to comprehend because they are not homogenous 
throughout the United States and are not always implemented 
consistently throughout counties.72 If a change in policy is going 
to he executed, it is crucial that the public education efforts sur-
rounding the collateral consequences for justice-involved youth 
are not falling upon deaf ears. 
III. THE CHALLENGING ISSUES OF JUVENILE COLLATERAL 
CONSEQUENCES 
Recognizing the more than 38,000 collateral consequences 
facing adult offenders nationwide,73 juvenile justice stakeholders 
acknowledged the need to decipher the number and severity of 
collateral consequences affecting justice-involved youth.74 The 
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (OJJDP) 
at the 2013 Juvenile Defender Leadership Summit in Scottsdale, 
A1·izona, raised concern over the detrimental effects of colJateral 
consequences on justice involved youth.75 Robert L. Listenbee, 
Administrator of the OJ,JDP, stated explicitly: 
stances of each juvenile when determining sen tencing and this applies l'et.roactively 
to individuals currently incal'cerated. Mille1· v. Alabama, 567 U.S. 460. '1.68-70 (2012) 
(holding that the manclntory sentencing of juveniles to lifo without parole is uncon• 
stit11Lional where lhc foul'teen-ycar-old dofondant killed someone with a baseball 
hat); Montgomery v. 1.ouisiana, 136 S. Ct.. 718, 725-26. 736 (2016) {holding thaL Lhe 
decision in Mille,· is npplied retroactively where a dofcndont. i1ppealed his case from 
1963 when he was given a death penalty sentence arter committing n murder when 
he wns sovcntecn years old). 
71 See generally PA-JTDAN, supra note 5. 
72 Cowen et a l., s11pra note 13, UL 190. l•'or example. in Pennsylvania. adjudicated ju-
veniles have to 1·epo1·t theil· oITcnsc history on college a pplications, and t he adjudica-
tion can later be used tigainst t.ho juvenile in adult. court. lo help determine the pun-
ishment. if he or she commits a crime ns an adult. Jcl. These arn har!lh penalties for 
what. may have been a minor offense. 
1s Id. at 188. 
74 Id. at 190. 
7& Robert L. Listenboe, Administrator, Off. of Juv. Just. and Delinq. Prevention, Re-
marks at I.he Juve nile Defender Leado1·s hip S ummit. (Nov.:!, 2013), 
ht.Lps://www.ojjclp.gov/enows/speeches/11-2-13.pdf (emphasis addod). 
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We are working hard to raise national awareness about the life-long collateral 
consequences of ajuuenile adjudication----consequcnces that include records that are 
open l.o the public, expulsion from school, the denial of public benefits, the inability 
to qualify for military service, and difficulties obtaining employment or pl'ofessional 
licenses, among others. Our State '!'raining and Technical Assistance Center recently 
hosted a live chat on this l.opic. Going forwa rd, we plan to support the creation and 
dissemination across the country of checklists on juvenile collateral consequences-
and trainings based on them. Because policy is a key driver of change and 1·eform, we 
will a lso be encouraging the use of juveni le justice policy analysts in states and local-
ities Lo help create comprehensive policies that meet the needs of kids, while ensur-
ing that justice is served. All of these activities stem frnm our deep and abiding belief 
that the juvenile jrtstice system is not the adult criminal justice system in m.iniat1tre. 
The juvenile justice system is-and should continue to be-a fundamentally different 
system with vastly different goals and responsibilitics.76 
This national caD to action from the United States Office of 
Justice Programs echoed an important issue that the American 
Bar Association (ABA) researched and analyzed in 201] .77 Alt-
hough the amount of collateral consequences of the juvenile jus-
tice system we.re less than their adult counterpart, tracking the 
consequences and locating accw·ate data was increasingly more 
difficult.78 This is because the consequences of being adjudicated 
delinquent or accepting a plea is often ''buried in [the] state's ex-
tensive administrative code."79 Therefore, even when judges, 
prosecutors, and attorneys want to notify youth about these col-
lateral consequences, the information is not readily available 
and not implemented consistently.so 
Youth may be making uninformed decisions without realiz-
ing the collateral consequences that may exist the rest of his or 
76 ld. 
77 Gowen et al., supra note 13, at 190. 
1e Id. 
19 Id. 
M Id. Despite the Americnn Bar J\ssocintion urging t hat " !'he j udge s hould separately 
advise the you th i11 open court of the conduct with which they nro cha rged, the r ights 
they a rc relinquis hing, the possible sentence und othe r consequences of s uch n pleu, 
including collcite,-al co11scqucnces" no slat.cs 1·equil'e judges, pl'0secu lors, 0 1' d(!fe nse 
att.orncys to inform you th of t he collntorol consequences of nccepting plea or being 
found an adjudicated de linquent. Miche l Pinard, '/Y,e Logisticetl a11d Ethical Dif{lcul· 
tics of ltiformi11g Ju ue11iles about the Collaternl Co11sequonces of Adjudications, G 
N i,v, L .J . 111 1, 1120 (citing J\~I 1!:lllCJ\N !3AI! J\SSOCIA1'I0N C RIMINAL J US'l'ICE 
St::CTION, T ASK llOJIC!,; ON YOUTH IN THE CRIM IN,\L J US'rIc I,; Svsn .:M , YOU1'll !N THE 
ClllMINAJ. J usric 1,; SYSTEM: GUIDELl:--IES FOH POLICYMAJ{ i,;llS ,\NO PllAC'l'ITIONERS 18 
(2001) (emphasis added)). 
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her life. Similar to Miranda warnings,81 the "scope and extent of 
collateral consequences can be difficult to convey to juveniles in 
such a way that they could understand the long-term effects 
these consequences could have on their lives."82 Juveniles usual-
ly think only about the immediate impact of their decisions, and 
neglect to think about the future repercussions.83 This is why, 
during adolescent development, there is increased risk-taking 
behavior that tends to dissipate as the individual matures.84 
Several studies indicate that "the ability to make long-term deci-
sions and understand the consequences of one's [choices] in-
creases as an individual [ages]," and it holds true across several, 
if not all, aspects of the person's life .85 Therefore the "general 
diminished capacity of juveniles" directly relates to their inabil-
ity to understand the criminal process.86 
This research strongly suggests that the impaired long-term 
decision making ability of juveniles dramatically affects their 
ability to understand the collateral consequences during the ad-
judication process.87 When the attorney and youth discuss col-
lateral consequences during the plea bargain, "the juvenile must 
attempt to weigh the various [collateral] consequences that 
would automatically and/or potentially attach to the underlying 
adjudication."88 Given youths' reduced ability to make long-term 
decisions and understand the crimjnal process generally, it is 
questionable whether juveniles can comprehend all of the collat-
eral consequences they face. 
,s, See generally Thomas Grisso, Juue11iles· Cap(lcities to Waive Miranda Rights: A,~ 
Empirical Analysis, 68 CAt,. l,. nsv. l 13,.1, 1 t60, 1 lGG (1980) (concluding thaLjuvc• 
ailos waivers of Mira11cla rights --cunnoL be considered intclligcnUy. knowingly and 
voluntnrily mudo" and "compared with thot of adults. lhe comprehension of these 
rights'' is delicicnL). After Miranda, u. Arizona, when the police place a suspecL under 
orrcsL, tho officer must say, "You hove the i·ight to remain si lent. Anything you say 
can a nd will be used ngainsL you in a court of law. You hove the right to on attorney. 
If you cannot a(ford an attorney. one will be appointed for you.~ See generally 
Mm11NDAR101rrs.onc. Become Aware of Your /lights, 
hUp://www.mirondaright.s.orl(linclcx.hLml (last visited Peb, 19, 2019). 
112 Michel Pinard, '/'he Logistical and Rthica/ Difficulties of lnformi11g J11ue1iiles about 
1/re Collateral Consequences of Adjudicatiar,s, 6 NIW. L.J. l U l , 1120. 
tl.'< Id.; .~ee also rati-ick M. Mt1\llullen, Questio1ii11g the Qucstio11s: The fmpennissibilily 
of Polic:AJ /11terrogruion of Jw,eniles, 99 Nw. U. L. REV. 97 l, 993 (2005). 
s, See genera.Uy Mm-go Gardner & Lourence Steinberg, Peer ln(l11e11ce on Risk Ta/t-
ing, /?isk Preference, aiul Rishy Decisio1& Nluhi11g in Adolescence cmcl 1\clultlwod: An 
Experimental Study, 41 D1.-:V~)LOPMEN'l'AL PSVCHOI,. 625, 625 (2005). 
l'4 Pinard. s1ipra note 82, at 1120: see also Elizabeth ScoLL cL al., Eualrwling Acloles-
ce11t Decisio11 Malii11g in Lcgc1/ Co,ite:cts, 19(3) L. AND H UMAN B EH1\VlOll 221, 231 
( I 995). 
86 Pinard, supra note 82, aL 1120. 
87 Id. at 1121. 
88 Jd. 
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A comprehensive and easily accessible resource that could 
inform people of the collateral consequences of juvenile justice 
involvement on a state-by-state basis needs to be compjled. Sec-
tion A expla ins the initial eCCort that was made to inform people 
about juvenile collateral consequences, and Section B illumi-
nates the differences in collateral consequences by jurisdiction 
and highlights the issues this causes. 
A. A First Attempt at Answering the Call to Action -
Laying the Groundwork 
The ABA created a team of more than one hundred individ-
uals- researchers, attorneys, and experts- to draft an individu-
al section for each state, the District of Columbia, and the feder-
al guidelines that outlines and explains the collateral 
consequences juveniles face.89 'l'be research focused on clarifying 
at what point in time juvenile records are created, who has ac-
cess to them, and if records are confidential.90 'l'he purpose of the 
study was to: 
(1) help debunk the pervasive view that juvenile records are 
always personal and confidential; (2) enable youth and attorneys 
to be informed of the potential collateral consequences before a 
youth makes a decision that will forever affect his or her future; 
and (3) raise awareness in legislatures of these consequences 
and assist advocates lobbying for change in the current system.91 
The outcome was supposed to be a comprehensive guide 
published in the Criminal Justice Section of the ABA's website.92 
The information was also published online in "wiki" format that 
was supposed to be updated as states' changed their juvenile jus-
tice systems.93 Essential information was also supposed to be 
printed on "Think-About-It" cards.94 These cards would provide 
youth and their families with snapshots of important infor-
89 Gowen et al., supra note 13, at 191. 
00 ld. 
ni Id. at 190. 
9• Id. at 191 (finding Lhat Lhis repor t is difficul t, if not impossible Lo locale after 
scorching th1·ough the s il.o). 
03 ABJ\, 'I'hinh Before Yott Plea, http://www.liofol'eyouplca .com (lost visilecl J nn. 6, 
201.9). 'l'his website was an J\UA projecL that wns neve1· complctecl and was lasL lll)· 
dnLed in 201 2. Although no longer maintained and incomplete (as lhcrc iu·o noL juve• 
nile collateral consequences posted fol' every s tate). tho /\ l3A does have a disclaimer 
indicating that if any in format.ion on Lho websit.e is inaccun1te to <.'On t.net 010111 im-
mediately so it may bo l'Cctificd. See also Gowen, supra 110Lo 13, a t l9l. 
94 STRATEGIES FOR YOUTH, Thin/-~ About it First Cards, 
http://stralegiesforyouth.org/for-comm unities/think-about-it (last visited Jan. 6, 
2019). 
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mation regarding collateral consequences jn an easy-to-
understand format.96 Finally, the ,Justice Policy Institute (JPI), a 
Washington D.C.-based organization, was going to "score" each 
state on a scale of 1-100.96 This "score" should determine "how 
effective a state's laws and policies are at protecting youth of-
fenders."97 
Unfortunately, even though these organi;-;ations had an ex-
ceptional plan of action and the wherewithal to 1·ecognizc the 
need to raise awareness about juvenile co1latera1 consequences, 
these efforts fell short. Many of these important resoul'ces ru:e 
very difficult to locate online. If located, some require a login to 
access.98 Strategies for Youth created "Tniuk-About-It" cards, 
but they are only available in California, Indiana, Massachu-
setts, Maine, Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, New York and 
Wisconsin.99 The "wiki" format website, Think Before You Plea, 
created in 2012, has a map of all fifty states on wnich you can 
click to retrieve the juvenile collateral consequences, but the 
state updates have been discontinued as the website is no longer 
actively maintained.10° The website has not been updated since 
2012, and more than half of the states have nothing posted when 
their jmisdiction is selected. 101 Conve1·sely, the awareness about 
adult collateral consequences has continued to increase.102 The 
ABA c1·eated a national database and held a National Summit 
on collateral consequences.103 The comprehensive database has a 
map of the United States, and each state selected has the collat-
eral consequences for that ju.risdiction.104 
Six years after the initial movement begun and four years 
after the national call to action by the OJJDP, youth offenders 
35 Gowen et al., supra note 13, at 192. 
96 ld. 
91 Jd. 
98 Search on American Bar Association's website, http://search.americanbar.org (fol-
low "Criminal Justice Section" hyperlink; then search for "Juvenile Collateral Conse-
quences" finding no 52-chapter report). 
99 $1'RATEGIES FOR YOUTH, 'l'hinh About it Ji'irst Cards, 
http://strategiesforyouth.org/for-communities/think-about-it (last visited Jan. 6, 
2019). 
100 ABA, 11iinh Before YotL Plea, http://www.beforeyouplea.com (last visited Jan. 6, 
2019). 
101 /d. 
102 See ABA, Criminal Justice Section, 
http://www.americanbar.org/groups/criminaljustice/niccc.html. (last visited Jan. 6, 
2019). 
ioa LAW OFFICES O.FJONES DAY, NA'l'lONAL SUMMlT ON COLLATERAL CONSEQUENCES 2 
(ABA Crim. Just. Section 2015). 
io, JUSTLCE CENTER: 'l'HE COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS, 
https://niccc.csgjusticecenter.org/map/ Oast visited Jan. 6, 2019). 
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cont inue to find themselves encountering severe, oft en dispro-
portionate, colla teral consequences that a young person and 
their family may not have known were possible. For example, 
one common misconception of the juvenile justice system often 
depicted in the media a nd perpetuated throughout the jus t-ice 
system is that once an individua] turns eighteen, his or her ju-
venile record completely disappears.105 However, l'ecent reports 
and surveys are drawing national attention to the fact juvenjle 
records are not automatically expunged when youth age out of 
the system and, many times, even when reco1·ds are expunged, 
the data is still accessible to law enforcement officials. 100 Many 
national organizations have identified and targeted specific ju-
venile colla teral consequences, and have attempted to eradicate 
0 1· lessen their impact.107 Yet many juvenile collateral conse-
quences are impossible to identify and compare because there is 
such great variat ion. l t is necessary to fi.rs t distinguish all the 
collateral consequences before actions can be taken to reduce the 
long-term impact on youths. 
"'' McConnell . s11prc1 not.1, I 0, at. 35. T hese misconceptions Al'e prop11galed throughou t 
society. One young person with n juvenile record slated, "l f you don't have an adult. 
record. as soon as you uirn 18 iL's clos(!cl. My lawyer told me lhat.:· II Depart.ment. of 
Corl'ecLions st.arr said, "A juvenile's tecord is sea led aL n certain age. The charges get 
dropped. It's aut.omatic.n Susy Ha wes CL a l. . Unsealed fi'a.te: 1'hc U11inte11decl Conse• 
qutmces of !,wdcc1ual,e Safeguarding of Juvenile Records in MailllJ (Mm·. 2017), 
hltps://digilalcommons.usm.moinc.edu/cgi/viewcon tent..ci;i?tll'Licle=I0l'1&cont.ext=j,1s 
Lice. 
too UNC CENTF:R l•'Oll CIVIi, HIGI-ITS, Juvenile Delinquency Adj1uiicalion, Collateral 
Consequences, a11d gxp1mgeme,it of J1we11ile Recxirds: A Survey of Law and Policy in 
Delaware, Virginia, North Caroli11<1 and Florida. 
hLtp://www.law.unc.cduldocument.s/civi lt·ightslcenterforcivilrightscxpungementreport 
.pdi(lnsL visited ,Ja n. G. 2019). 
io, 'fhc Juvenile Luw Cent.er (JLC), the oldest. non•1woliL. national public interest law 
lirm for youth. currently hos iniliotives LargeLing juvenile Sex OJTcndo1· HegisLrnLion 
and Not.ilication /\cl (SOHNA) rogisLmtion, the protection rmd exp1mge111en~ of juve-
ni le 1·ecorcls. and access to higher educat.ion and omploymenl. See generally JUVt-:Nll.l, 
LAW CGNTtm, Issues, htLps:lljlc.org/issucs (last. visited reb. 8, 2019). 'J'he American 
13111' Association is advocating ond urbring federal, slate, und locnl governmonls t.Q 
adopt and enforce luws nnd 1>0licies which, "Prohibit employers and educational in-
sLit.ut ions from considering nny records perl.tlining u, un arrest, ndjuclicnLion or con-
vict.ion of an 01>plicont thoL occuned whi le tho applicant was n juvenile if such rec• 
orcls hnvo been scaled or expunged by Lhc coul't." Al3/\, ClllMINAL ,J US'l'ICI~ SbX!'l'ION 
CO~JMISSION ON H o~rnu:SSN!:;SS /\ND POVF.ll'l'Y S'l'J\NDlNO COMMl'rr1;;E ON l,J;;GAI, All) 
& INDJOF:N'r D~;PBNDAN'l'S: REPORT TO THE Hous,; OP DELtf.A'l'KS, 
https:llschooljusticcpa1-tnershi1>.org/inclex.php'?o1,tion=con1_1nt1·0c&task=att_downloa 
d&Hnk_id=l88&cf_id=31 (last visited Feb. 8, 2019). 
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B. Identifying and Compiling Collateral Consequences 
from Each State 
There is no single resource that lists all the juvenile collat-
eral consequences a youth can face if found adjudicated delin-
quent in one of the fifty states. In response to Robert L. Lis-
ten.bee's summit speech, many states are identifying the 
collateral consequences in theu- own state by producing compre-
hensive brochures about the co11aternl consequences facing jus-
tice-involved youth in their jm·isdiction. 108 The Juvenile Defend-
ers Association of Pennsylvania (JDAP) and the National 
Juvenile Defender Center (NJDC) created a Pennsylvania Juve-
nile Collateral Consequences Checklist that summarizes and ex-
plains all eighteen collateral consequences facing justice-
involved youth in the state.109 This brochure is available online 
and hard copies are disseminated to youth advocates, stakehold-
ers, and juveniles and their family members. 110 The Children 
and Family Law Center at Northwestern's School of Law's 
Bluhm Legal Clinic followed a similar model and created the Il-
linois Juvenile Collateral Consequences Checklist. 111 Florida, 112 
New Jersey, 113 South Carolina, 114 California, 115 Colorado, ll6 
108 Listenbee, supra note 75 (stating that "Going forward, [the OJJOP] plan[s] to 
supporl the creation and dissemination O of checklists on juvenile collateral conse• 
quences-and trainings based on them"). 
109 See generally PA-J IDAN, szipra note 5. 
110 Id. 
111 Carolyn E. Frazier, The Illinois Jtwenile Collateral Consequences Checklist (2015), 
hltp://www.law.norlhwestern.edu/legalclinic/cfjc/documents/TillnoisCollateralConseq 
uencesChecklist.pdf. 
112 THE J UVENJLE JUS1'1CE CENTER, The Florida Juvenile Collateral Consequences 
Chechlist: A Guide for Understanding the Consequences of Juvenile Court Involve· 
ment (2015), http://www.modelsforchange.net/publications/4690 
11~ THE NORTHEAST JUVENILE DEFENDER CENTER (NJDC), New Jersey Juvenile Col-
lateral Consequences Chechlist (2015), 
http://www.modelsforchange.net/publications/807. 
114 THE SOU'l'H CAROLINA COMMISSION ON l NDIGEN'l' DEFENSE (SCClD), '/'he South 
Carolina Juvenile Collateral Consequences Checklist (2013), 
h tt. ps:// dc.sta tel i brary .Sc.gov/bi tstream/hand le/ 10827 /223 7 4/C ill_ Collateral_ Conseq u 
ences_2013·08. pdf!sequence=l &isAllowed=y. 
uo See generally Sue Burrell & Rourke F. Stacy, Collateral Consequences (2011); 
http://www.courts.ca.gov/documents/coll.cons.btb.dec.2011.pdt PACIFJC JUVENILE 
DETENTION CENTF:R, Collateral Consequences of Juvenile Delinqi~ency P1·oceedi11gs in 
California: A Handbook for Juvenile Law Professionals (2011), https://njdc.info/wp• 
content/uploads/2014/04/PJDC-CA-Collatcral-Consequences-Handbook-2011.pdf. 
116 Mark D. IJ:vans, The Consequences of Adjudication: Sanctions Beyond the Sentence 
for Juveniles Under Colorado Law (2014), http://www.coloradodefenders.us/wp-
con lent/upload s/2015/0 J /the-consequences-of-adjudication. pdf. 
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North Carolina, 117 and Kansas,118 have also created presenta-
tions and/or brochures clearly delineating the collateral conse-
quences facing justice-involved youth in their perspective states. 
Other states, such as Maiue 119 and Massachusetts,120 have cre-
ated websites explaining how juvenile collaten11 consequences 
operate in the local jurisdiction. With the key belief that policy is 
a driver of reform, states and localities should create statutes 
and policies that meet the needs of the youth, while also guaran-
teeing that justice is servecI.121 
Despite individual states creating websites and brochures, 
it is still very difficult to conveniently locate juvenile collateral 
consequences in each state. This is because they lack uniformity 
and are applied differently across America, as exemplified by the 
Juvenile Collateral Consequences by State in Appendix A.122 
For example, in Pennsylvania, if a juvenile commits a sexual of-
fense, it is not required that he or she be added to the sex of-
fende1· registry for life.123 However, if this same sex offense-any 
sex offense- was committed in South Carolina, the youth would 
have to registei· for lif'e. 12'1 If the youth decides to move out of 
state to Georgia, for example, t he juvenile must report in person 
to the Sheri.ff within 72 hours of relocating.125 This is transfer of 
the "sexual offender" title is not relevant for all states. This type 
of discrepancy by jurisdiction can be found in almost all juvenile 
collateral consequences.12s 
117 On'rCE OP THE JUVENll,E DE PENDER, Juvenile Adjudications, Selected Collateral 
Conseque11ces, & Expungement (Aug. 2010), 
h llps://ncj 11 vcn i ledef ender. fi !cs. word press.com/2015/09/ adj udicationco l la tcra lconseq. 
pdf. 
115 KANSAS L~:GAL SERVTCl!:S, lNC., Juvenile Crime and Consequences in Kansas 
(201 I). 
https://www.kansaslegnlservices.or g/sites/kans os lcgalsewiccs.org/files/Colllltera l%20 
Consequences%2013ookleL%20-%201•'innl_O.pclf. 
110 l<WS L EC:Al,, duuenUo Adjwticatio1111 a11d Colloleral Co11sequencei; (2013), 
hLLt>s:l/www.kidslegal.org/juvenilc-ndjudicaLions-ond-collai.eral•consl!qum1ces. 
BIO YOU'ftt ADVOCACY 0J-:PAHT/\U,:N1' COMMl'ITl,E FOil rum.re COUNS1'L SEll\llC(;S, Se-
lected Co11seq11e11.c,,s of duuenile Adju.dicalions in Mcu;saclwsctts (2015). 
hups://www. publiccounsc l.nctJyn/wp-contcntluplouds/si tes/6/201 '1/08/Col luwral-
9.25.2015. pdf. 
12 1 List.cnhce, supra note 75. 
•22 See infm /\pJ)enclix A (displaying a chart of the potential juvenile collateral conse-
quences in each of Lhe fifty stales). 
12.1 ,Josh l~idclson, Po1111sylua1Lia 's duuenile Si,; O(fende,- Registry is Unconstitiitional, 
State S1i11rt1me Court Utt/cs, 13LOOMBF.:RC (Dec. 31, 2014), 
hLtps://www.bloomberg.com/news/a rticlcs/20 l '1 • J 2-3 l/pen nsyl vania-j u venile-sex • 
offcnder-rtigisLry-is-n1led-11nconstiU1Lional: ltl re J .13 .. 107 /\.3d 1, 20 (2014). 
124 Eidclson, sripra note 123. 
121, Ga. Code Ann.§ 42-1-12 (9)(C) (2016); Ga. Code Ann.§ '12-1-12 (f)(2) (2016). 
120 See infra Appendix A. 
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If youths are adjudicated in juvenile court and then trans-
ferred to adult court, the number of collateral consequences can 
reach upwards of 40,000.127 Juvenile collateral consequences are 
staunchly counterintuitive to the founding belief that the juve-
nile justice system was created for rehabilitation because it is 
not "the adult criminal justice system in miniature" and should 
be "a fundamentally different system with vastly different goals 
and responsibilities."128 In 2011, juvenile justice stakeholders 
identified the "pressing need for an organized effort to advocate 
for consistency and fairness" regarding collateral consequenc-
es.129 A key source of the lack of uniformity is that county-wide 
systems in each state show greater variety in their policies than 
state-wide systems.130 This absence of standardization is "char-
acterized by a lack of awareness and priority, as well as the ab-
sence of internal systems to routinely facilitate the disclosure of 
collateral consequences."131 Youth and their families need to be 
made aware of the collateral consequences juveniles face when 
accepting a plea or being found an adjudicated delinquent. Be-
fore this information can be passed to the offender, judges, de-
fense counsel, and prosecutors need to understand this infor-
mation. This dissemination of facts can transpire quicker and 
more efficiently if consistent standards existed across the United 
States. 
The recent Miller132 and MontgomeryJ33 Supreme Court de-
cisions make juvenile collateral consequences of the utmost rele-
vance considering the legal system's latest propensity towards 
rehabilitation for justice-involved youth. This is exemplified by 
the reform efforts to eliminate juvenile solitary confinement, 134 
and the increased number of juvenile diversion programs.135 The 
127 See Dylan Walsh, The Crimes of Children., THE ATl.,/\NTJC (Aug. 10, 2015) (provid-
ing an int.e1·esting case study about a juvenile who experienced the harshness and 
complexities of the United States Justice System). 
128 Lisl.enbee, supra note 75. 
129 Gowen et al., supra note 13, at 202. 
,30 Id. 
i:n Id. 
1ai Miller v. Alabama, 567 U.S. 460 (2012). 
1:ia Montgomery v. Louisiana, 136 S.Ct. 718 (2016). 
134 See OFFICE OF JUVENILE JUSTICE Al'ID DELINQUENCY PREVENTlON, OJJDP Sup-
ports Eliminating Solitary Confinement for Youth (Apr. 19, 2016), 
https://www.justice.gov/archivcs/opa/blog/ojjdJ>·SUpports-eliminating-solitory-
confincment•youth; JUVENILE Li\W CTR., Kids in the ''IJox::· Solitary Co11fine111en.t is 
Jiist Gouemmmt-Sanctioned Child Abuse (July 8, 2016), https://jlc.org/news/kids-
box-solitary-confinement•just-government-sanctioned-child-abuse. 
1 31> NAT'L 1NS1'. 0F,lUSTTCE, Juuenile Diuer.~i,on Programs, 
https://www.crimcsolutions.gov/PracticeDctaiJs.aspx?JD=37 (last visited Feb. 22, 
2019); Emily Haney-Caron, Diuersion Programs Can. Help Keep Youth Out of "the 
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creation of a model act regarding the impact of collateral conse-
quences on the lives of justice-involved youth and their families 
would create a uniform guideline throughout the country. '!'his 
would provide a standard for states to follow and also allow for 
people to become more informed about what collateral conse-
quences justice-involved youth face. Reducing the severity by re-
ducing the number of collateral consequences would dimimsh 
the impact that juvenile adjudications have on youths' future 
and provide them with a better opportunity to reintegrate into 
society. 
This Note proposes model legislation that will reduce and 
create a standard for collateral consequences for justice-involved 
youth across the United States. Codifying collateral consequenc-
es will minimize the number of consequences, better inform the 
legal community and the general public, as well as reduce the 
long-term effects of a juvenile adjudication on youths' lives be-
cause they will be the same throughout the country. 
IV. A PROPOSED SOLUTION 
Despite numerous changes in constitutional law over the 
last thirty years, juvenile justice reform surrounding collateral 
consequences has come to a standstill, stuck in the information-
sharing phase. The Supreme Court continues to acknowledge the 
overwhelming differences between youth and adult offenders.136 
system" by Preventing Arrests (Apr. 15, 2016), https://jlc.org/news/diversion-
progmms-cnn-hclp-keep•youth-out-syst.em-prcvcnting•an e1;Ls. 
1~u Where a sixteen-year-old ran away from home with several friends and s hot and 
killed the police officer who pulled them over, the J ustices stated, "[Youth] is a time 
and condition of life wben a person may be most susceptible to influence a nd to psy• 
chological damage." l~ddings v. Okla homa, 455 U.S. 104, 113, 115 (1982) (holding 
thaL the "sentencer" must. weigh mi LigaLing factors of a n unhappy childhood ancl an 
emotional disturbance wit.h regards t.o the young defendanl). Where the defendant 
conspired with two frie nds to burglariie II home and murder the occupnnt., t he Court 
noted that "From a moral standpoint, it would be misguided LO cqualtl the failings of a 
minor with those of an adult, for a greater possibility exists that a minor's character 
deficiencies will be reformed." Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551, 570 (2005) (finding 
that t he death pena lty for offenders u nder eighteen years of age is unconstitutional). 
Only five years h1tc1· in Grahc1111, where n s ixtee n-year -old wns convicted of armed 
burglury and armed robbery. t hu Court prohibited life! without pnrolc for juveniles 
who commit non-homicidal offenses reasoning. "Ma turity cnn lead Lo that cons iclored 
reflection which is the foundation for remorse, renewa l, and rehabilitation." Graham 
v. Florida, 560 U.S. 48, 79 (2010). The Miller decision i n 2012 extended Graham, 
finding tha t manclotory sentences to li fe without 1>1:Wole for juveniles convicted of any 
crime was unconstitutional, induding the crime of murder. Miller v. Alabama, 567 
U.S. 460 (2012). Justice Kagan argued that "Mandatory life without parole for a ju-
venile precludes considerat ion of his chronological age And its hallmark features -
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Essentially, SCOTUS recognized the crucial developmental dif-
ference between children and adults. Ther efore, the sentencing 
and punishment of juvenile offenders should be treated as such. 
Yet, our policies and laws encompassing collateral consequences 
do not reflect this inherent difference. In the last decade, crimi-
nal justice reform bas focused on reducing adult collateral con-
sequences to promote rehabilitation and decrease barriers to 
reentry.137 The same should be done for juvenile collateral con-
sequences. 
Assembling all the collateral consequences in each state is 
simply not enough. The comprehensive table1ss will inform judg-
es and legal practitioners of the collateral consequences so that 
they can notify their juvenile clients, but there is no safeguard 
that assures the juvenile's understanding of the collateral conse-
quences once he or she is notified. 139 Therefore, if juvenile collat-
eral consequences cannot be avoided completely, they should be 
simplified and reduced to account for the immature decision 
making abilities of children and adolescents. Section A argues 
for federal and legal leadership to create a model act that reduc-
es and standardizes juvenile collateral consequences throughout 
the United States. 
A. Simplify, Reduce, and Create More Uniformity 
In July 2016, the Federal Advisory Committee on Juvenile 
,Justice (FACJJ) recommended to the OJJDP that federal juve-
nile collateral consequences laws be a mended.140 Specifically, 
that "[e]x:isting federal law should be amended to explicitly ex-
empt juveniles (all persons who were below the age of 18 at the 
time of their offense) from all sex offender registration, commu-
nity notification, and residency restriction laws." 141 Research has 
continued to demonstrate that youth are different than adults 
and are at low risk of reoffending, and registration does not re-
duce recidivism, has life-long impacts, is inconsistent among ju-
among them, immaturity, impetuosity, and failure to appreciate risks and conse• 
quences." Id. at 477. 
137 JUSTICE CEN'rER: 'l'H~~ COUNCIL o~• S'!'ATE GOVERNMRNTS, 
https://niccc.csgjusticecenter.org/map/ (last visited Jan. 6, 2019). 
1as See infra Appendix A. 
139 See generally the research regarding adolescent developmcnL, supra notes 81-88. 
140 See FED. ADVISORY COMM. ON J UVl>NILF: ,J USTICI>, Recomme11daticns of the Federal 
Advisory Com11dttec on Juvenile Justice (July 15, 2016), 
https://facjj.ojp.gov/ojpasset/Documents/FACJJ_Recommendation OJJ DP _July 2016 
.pdf. 
i<1 Id. 
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risdictions, and may further harm victims. 142 A research-
informed publication by the Juvenile Law Center advocates for 
the increase of juvenile record confidentiality and more opportu-
nities for expungement.143 Juveniles should be given the oppor-
tunity to obtain education and employment without the stain of 
their juvenile records, especially because "most children grow 
out of their youthful behavior."144 
Bearing in mind the aforementioned considerations, as well 
as the inherent difference between youth and adults, this Note 
argues for model legislation that standardizes and reduces the 
number of juvenile collateral consequences. This Uniform Juve-
nile Collateral Consequences of Adjudication Act is modeled and 
developed di1·ectly after its adult counterpart that was created in 
2010 at the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform 
State Laws (NCCUSL).145 The original 18-section act was titled 
the "Uniform Collateral Consequences of Conviction Act" and 
was geared toward standardizing and reducing the collateral 
consequences for adult offenders across the United States. 1'16 All 
sections of this juvenile-focused model act have been tailored to 
reflect the language of juvenile adjudications, but only sections 
reflecting significant changes are presented below. 
UNIFORM JUVENILE COLLATERAL 
CONSEQEUNCES OF ADJUDICATION ACT 
SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE. This [act] may be cited as 
the Uniform Juvenile Collateral Consequences of Adjudication 
Act (UJCCAA). 
1•2 Id. 
143 RIYA SHAH & J EAN STROUT, FU'l'URElNTERRUP'fED: THE Cot,LA'l'ERALDAMAGE 
CAUSED BY PROLIFERATION OF JUVEN[LE RECORDS 2 (2016), 
http://juvenilcrecords.jlc.org/juveniler ccords/ 
documentslpublications/future-intcrrupted.pdf. 
14' Id. at 22. 
145 See UNtl'. COLLATERAL CONSE:QUENCES OF CONVICTION ACT (UNI!'. LAW COMM'N 
2009) (a mended 20 l O) https:1/www.uniformlaws.org/viewdocllmen L/fi nal-act-no-
com ments-2?Com munityKey=74 d9914f-fl5e-49aa-a5b0-
fl5f6e5f'258a&tab=librarydocuments. Format, arrangement, and legal language in 
the Uniform Juvenile Collat.eral Consequences of Adjudication Act reproduced from 
the Uniform Collateral Consequences of Conviction Act, with exception of Section 12 
(where Lhc Adult Collateral Coni;cquenccs Act dcnmnderl no relief for certain collat-
era l s anctions, but. the juve nile counterpart should) (hereinafter Uniform Collateral 
Consequences of Conviction Act]. 
146 See genera.Uy, id. 
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SECTION 12. JUVENILE COLLATERAL 
CONSEQUENCES SUBJECT TO ORDER OF ABOLITION. 
An order of abolition to relieve justice-involved youth from 
the following collateral sanctions: 
(1) requirements imposed by [insert citation to state's sex of-
fender registration, community notification, and residency re-
striction laws]; 
(2) public access to juvenile adjudication records, increasing 
the confidentiality of records; 
(3) binding ineligibility for juvenile record expungement; 
and 
(4) revocation of public benefits (housing, food stamps, etc.) 
for the youth and his or her family. 147 
SECTION 16. UNIFORMITY OF APPLICATION AND 
CONSTRUCTION. 
In applying and construing this uniform act, consideration 
must be given to the need to promote uniformity of the law with 
respect to its subject matter among states that enact it. 
SECTION 18. EFFECTIVE DATE. This [act] takes effect 
The legal advocates gathered at this conference recognized 
the need to create nationwide consistency regarding collateral 
consequences of convictions. In fact, The ABA recommended the 
creation of the NCCUSL in 1892 to promote "uniformity in state 
laws on all subjects where uniformity is deemed desirable and 
practicable.''148 The NCCUSL "strengthens the federal system by 
providing rules and procedures that are consistent from state to 
state but that also reflect the diverse experience of the states" 
147 Recomme11d11Lions to eradicate and lessen certain juvenile collatei-al consequences 
based on logal and scientific research findings, approval from juvenile advocates and 
stnkeholdel's. ond su1>porl from Supreme CourL decisions distinguis hing the juvenile 
justice system from the adult crimjnal justice system. These include e liminating of 
1·egi,;t.rnlion requirements for juvenile's who hnve commiUed scx-re l11Led crimes, a}. 
lowing the expungement of all juvenile records once eligible, preventing public access 
Lo juvenile records, and barring the revocation of public benefits for justice-involved 
youths and their families. 
148 LEGAL TNFORMA'l'lON lNS'l'lTUTE, What are Uniform Laws?, 
https://www.law.cornoll.edu/11niformfuniform CTl'he NCCUSL) oversees the prepara-
tion of proposed laws. 'Uniform Laws' which tho SI.ates aro encouraged to adopt ... the 
Commissioners have approved mol'e than Lwo hundred uniform laws, of which more 
Lhun 100 have been adopted by nt least one state. A few hnvo been widely adopted 
and have, as a consequence, appl'oached the hope for uniform national lnw on Lhcir 
subject."). 
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and "keeps state law up-to-date by addressing important and 
timely legal issues."149 The gathering in 2010 to create a Uni-
form Collateral Consequences of Conviction Act for adults 
acknowledges that there are many adverse outcomes of a convic-
tion and the nationwide discrepancies are unacceptable. 150 The 
ABA, with nearly 40,000 members, continues to endorse the cre-
ation of model acts for consistency of justice, especia1ly the Uni-
form Collateral Consequences of Conviction Act, "which is in-
tended to tailor collateral sanctions to the conduct that resulted 
in a conviction and to limit situations in which a convicted per-
son is disqualified from benefits and opportunities, consistent 
with public safety."151 Analogous to its adult cotmterpart, the 
proposed Uniform Juvenile ColJaternl Consequences of Adjudica-
tion Act establishes national consistency, disallows the creation 
of additional collateral consequences, and amends essential col-
lateral consequences that particularly limit the futuTe of justice-
involved youth. This includes reducing the number of collateral 
consequences by eliminating the lifetime juvenile sex offender 
registration, restricting public access to juvenile records, ban-
ning the revocation of public benefits, and increasing access to 
juvenile record expungement. 152 
Although uniform laws do not always produce better or 
more lenient laws, nor are they always adopted by the states, 153 
uniform laws are vehicles of revision and reform. 154 Uniform 
laws can catalyze and influence legislative reform even when 
they are not adopted by all states.155 It is somewhat difficult, 
however, to achieve widespread adoption of a uniform law when 
there is already widespread variation among states.156 There-
fore, this Note proposes the Uniform Juvenile Collateral Conse-
quences of Adjudication Act as a Model Act, where reform, not 
"'9 Uniform Collateral Consequences of Convictions Act, s1ipra note 145, at 2. 
100 id. at 2-4. 
161 AMERICAN BAR ASSOCJA'l'JON, ABJ\ Launches Online Database of Collateral Conse-
quences for Each U.S. Jurisdiction (Dec. 16, 2014), 
https://www.americanbar.org/ncws/abanews/aba-news-
archives/2014/12/11ba_launches_online.hLml 
tG2 Seege11ernlly ABA, supra note 107. 
tM NCCUSL a1>proval, Lhc uniform luw is a legislative proposal udd1·essed to fifl.y 
slute legislatures. 'l'he uniform law may not be adopted by uny state, m11y be revised 
according Lo t.hc local condit,io111; of eoch stale., or may be updatCld aL a later da te. See 
LEGAL IN F'ORMAT!ON !NS'l'ITUTE, supra note 148. 
10• Uniformity was the original intent of the NCCUSL, but "law revision or r eform 
became a significant purpose as well." LEGAL INF'ORMATJON 1NSTI1'UTE, supra note 
148. 
Ibo id. 
156 See id. 
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uniformity, is the central aim. 167 This Model Act is developed to 
assist states in develop.ing successful novel approaches to this 
problem-area of juvenile collateral consequences.158 By drafting 
the Uniform Juveni1e Collateral Consequences of Adjudication 
Act, a stl'ong foundation is created to revitalize the nationwide 
t ransformation of juvenile collateral consequences. 
V. CONCLUSION 
"Second chances mean nothing if the chance is illuso1·y."169 
The juvenile justice system was created over 100 hund1·ed years 
ago to be inherently different from the adult criminal justice sys-
tem, focusing primarily on rehabilitation and treatment. Howev-
er, a cultural shift towards punishment and fear-based reac-
tions, have led us astray. After advocating for the clarification 
and more active dissemination of juvenile collateral consequenc-
es to legal advocates, youths, and their families, this Note creat-
ed a comprehensive resource delineating the collateral conse-
quences in all fifty states. The Supreme Court and numerous 
research findings distinguish youth from adults in terms of de-
velopment, maturity, crimes, and, consequently, punishments. 
This outlook should apply to juvenile collateral consequences, 
and, thus, these consequences should be made uniform across 
the United States through a federal law that also reduces the 
numbeT of collateral consequences for justice-involved youth. 
Children should not be defined by their delinquent behavior. It 
is time that we give the thousands of children like Michael an 
actual second chance at a successful future. 
157 Model Acls nre diffc1·enL thon Un iform Laws beca use I.hey propose laws on topics 
and st-a te legislatures may make a ltorntions, i.e. Lhc Model Pe na l Code. LF.GAL 
I NFORMATION I NSTITUTE, supra note 148. 
1ss AMERICAN [ ,AW SOURCES ON-LIN!~, United States- Uniform Laws, 
h ttp://www.lnwsource.com/also/11sa .c1ri'/usm (last visited J an. 6, 2019). 
159 Sha h & St1-out, supra nole 1'13, at 22. 
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Appendix A 
This table is a collection of data gathered from sever al dif-
ferent resources, including state statutes and websites. Although 
comprehensive, it is not absolute and should be taken as poten-
tial consequences, not all consequences . The information in this 
chart should be used for educational and informat ion pmposes 
only. 
Juvenile Colla teral Consequences by State 
A Juvenile Record Can You!' Consequences May State Name Prevent You From . . . Include .. . 
Getting a job 
Getting accepted to college or 
graduate school 
Joining the military Suspended 01· expelled from 
Alabama100 Becoming a U.S. citizen school 
Re<--ords can be accessed by Evicted from public housing 
various government agencies, 
school officials, potenLial 
employers 
Getting accepted to college or 
Alaska161 
graduate sc.hool Evicted from public housing 
(limited 
,Joining the military Fortunately, in Alaska, 
information 
Becoming a U.S. citizen certain delinquency records 
available) 
Employment opportunities are automatically sealed 
Records are publicly available following the passage of time 
and released to school personnel 
Arizona102 Evicted from public housine: 
tr.o 8 U.S.C. § 1 lS2(a) (20 I 2); 10 U.S.C. § 504(a) (2012): 42 U.S.C. § 1437(1)(1) (2010); 
42 u.s.c. § 1366l(b)(2) (2010); 42 u.s.c. § 13G63(a) (2010): A l.A. Coor•:§§ 12-15- 133 
(2010): AJ.,\, Com:§§ 12-16-134 (20 10); ALA. Coo1,; § 12-16· 136 (2010): Al .A. CODE§ 
12- 15-137 (2010): AJ..A. coor-: § 12-15-203 (2010): J\L.i\. COOF: § 15-20,28 (2010); AM. 
CODE* 16-1-24.1 (2-010): ALA. Coor-:§ 16-1-24.3(2010):ALA. COOR§§ 38-13-2(2010); 
At.A. CODE§§ 38-13·3 (2010); Ocp't of I lous. ond Urban Dev.\'. Rucker, 535 U.S. 125 
(2002); 24 C.P.R § 966.4(1)(2)(iii) (20 10); 24 c.r.R. § 966.'l(l)(S)(i)(A) · (13)(2010); 24 
C. l?.H. § 982.553(a)( t)(i)(A) (2010); T HINK 131worrn You Pu:A, supra note 93. 
IOI J uv1;:t-111.E J U&'1'1CJ,: GEOC:JtAl'HY, POLICY, l'llAC'l'JCt;, & S'rA'rJS'l'ICS, Al<,slw: Juu,mile 
Defense, htLp://www.jjg11s.org/juvcnile-defensc/nlnskn; sceg1merc1lly 8 U.S.C. § l 182(a) 
(2012); 10 u.s.c. § 504(a} (2012); ALASKJ\ S1wr. § 47.12.300 (2016); AI.J\SKA S•r,vr, § 
47.12.300(0)•(t' ) (2016); i\lJ\Sl<A S'l'A'I'. § •l7. l2.310(c) (2016); /h1chCJ·, 535 U.S. 125 
(2002); Shah & Strout, supra note 143. 
tr.i COl,LATl•:RAL CONSl~()U[;NCra:5 R t:SOURCF: C&NTJ.m, Arizo11u. 
http://ccresourcecent.er.org/rcsources•2/state-spccif'ic-resources/nrizona-2-2/ (lasl vis-
ited Jan. 18. 2019); see gelll!rally Arm:. CONS'I'. a1·t. I V, §22; 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a) (20 l2); 
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(limited Getting accepted to college or 
information graduaLe school 
available) Joining the military 
Becoming a U.S. citizen 
Employment opportunities 
Records are publicly available 
Getting accepted to college or 
graduate school Evicted from public housing 
Arkansas163 ,Joining Lhe miliLary Fortunately, if the youth 
(limited Becoming a U.S. citi1.en qualifies, expungement is 
information Employment opportunities available for all juvenile 
available) Certain types of juvenile records offenses at any time 
are publicly available to school 
personnel 
Suspended or expelled from 
school 
Getting accepted to college or 
Evicted from public housing 
graduate school 
Sex offender and Gang 
Joining the military registration 
Becoming a U.S. citizen 
Deportation 
California 16' Employment opportunities 
Suspension of driving 
Records are generally closed 
pi-ivileges 
r nability to become a foster 
unless a youth is adjudicated on or adoptive parent 
a "serious offense" and then it is 
public information 
Fortunately, if the youth 
qualifies, expungement is 
available for all juvenile 
offenses 
10 u.s.c. § 5011(11) (2012); ARIZ. Rr;v. s·rA'r. ANN.§ 8-208(G) (2016): /\ll!Z. Rgv, S1'A1'. 
ANN.§ 8-348 (2016): ARIZ. RIW. s·,wr. ANN. § 8-3•18 (A), (C) (2016); ARIZ. RF.V. S'l'A'r. 
ANN.§ 8·3•19 (2016): R1tcher. 535 U.S. 125 (2002); Shah & Strot1t., supra note 143. 
1r.18 U.S.C. § ll82(a) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 50'1(a) (2012); ARK. Coo1;;ANN. § 9-27• 309 
(2016); ARI<. CODE ANN.§ 9-27-309(13)(2) (20L6); MK. Coof: ANN.§ 9-27- 325(d) 
(2016); T?ucl1er, 536 U.S. 125 (2002); Riya Shah cL al., J1tue11ilc Records: A National 
Review of Stale Laws on Confi,dentia.lity, Sealing and Expungemenl, JUVENILE LAW 
CENTER, 
http://juvenilerecords.jlc.org/juvenilerecords/documents/publications/national• 
1·eview.pdf; Tl-le PAPll.t.ON l•'OUNJ)A'l'ION: TrrE GREA'l'I-S'r CRIME JS A WASTED LIFE, Ar-
lw11sas Juuenile Crimi11al llecorcl Forms - Not A.dj1Hlicated, 
htlp://www.popillonfoundation.org/criminal-recordresources/arkansas/juvenile-forms• 
not-adjudicatecl (losL visited Jan. 18, 20]9). 
10• 8 U.S.C. § 1182(11) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 504(a) (2012); 21 U.S.C. § 802(6) (2012}: 21 
U.S.C. § 862a(c1)(1)) (2012); CAL.. H BAI.TH & S1W~-:'l'Y CODE§ 1558(A)(2016); CAL.. Vl>H. 
CODE§ 13105 (2016): CAI,. WELi'. & INS'I'. CODI,§ 20::1 (2016); CAL. Wta.11• & IN$'r. 
CODE§ 781(A) (2016); CAL. WELF. & lNS'r. CODE§ 827 (2016); California Rules of 
Court, rule 6.552; Ruclw, 535 U.S. 125; CA.L. CODE REGS. tit. 22, § 892t9 (2016); Sue 
Burrell, Collateral Consequences, 
http://www.courts.ca.gov/documents/coll.cons.btb.dec.2011.pdf; Shah et al., supra 
note 163. 
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Colorado165 Getting accepted to college or Suspended or expelled from 
graduate school school 
Joining the military Evicted from public housing 
Becoming a U.S. citizen Loss of public benefits 
Employment opportunities Sex offender registration 
Owning a firearm Loss of child custody 
Records are accessible to certain Deportation 
government agencies, Jaw Suspension of driving 
enforcement, and school officials privileges 
inability to become a foster 
or adoptive parent 
Some juvenile offenses mean 
that your record cannot be 
expunired 
Getting accepted to college or 
g1·aduate school Suspended or expelled from 
Joining the military school 
Connecticut166 
Becoming a U.S. citizen Evicted from public housing 
Records can be accessed by Fortunately, if the youth 
various government agencies, qualifies, expungcmcnt is 
school officials, potential available for all juvenile 
employers offenses 
District of Evicted n·om public housing 
Columbia 167 Getting accepted to college 01· Fortunately, if the youth 
(limited graduate school qualifies, expungement is 
infoi·mation Joining the military available for all juvenile 
available) Becorninl! a U.S. citizen offenses 
lllo8 u.s.c. § 11 82(n) (2012); 10 u.s.c. § 501(11) (2012); '12 u.s.c. § 1'137({)(1) (2010); 
112 u.s.c. § 13661-13663 (2010); COl.O. ltJ.:v. Si'i\T. § 14-10-127 (2016): co,.o. R1w. 
Swr. § IG-22-102(9) (2016); cow. Rev. S'ri\'r. § 18-1.3-400 (2016); Cor..o. REV. STJ\T. § 
19-1-103(48) (2016); COLO. REV. STAT.§ 19-1-302 (20 16), COJ.O. HEV. STAT.§ l 9- 1- 303 
(2016); COLO. lh:v. STAT.§ 19-1-304 (2016); COLO. Hisv. STAT.§ 19· 1-306 (2016); Cor.o. 
REV. S'!'A'l'. § 19-2-l 10 (2016); COLO. REV. S•ri\T. § I 9-2- 113 (20 16): COI..O. REV. STA'I'. § 
19-2-303 (2016); CoLO. R1w. STAT.§ 19-2-517(2016); COLO. l{f.V. s·rAT. § 19-2-
706(2)(C)(V) (2016); Col..O. Hl-:V. S'l'A'I'. § 19-2-919 (2016); COLO. REV. STAT.§ 22-31-
107(5) (2016). COI.O. ll£V. S•ri\T. § 22-31-129(1)(1,) (2016); COLO. REV. $')'AT. § 22-32-
109.3 (2016); COt.O. nr-:v. STAT.§ 22-33-106(2016); cow. R1w. STA1'. § 22-60.5- 107 
(2016): COLO. HEv. STJ\1'. § <12-2- 121(6) (2016), CoL.O. R1,:v. STAT. § 42+ 17l5(1)(b) 
(2016); llucher, 635 U.S. 125; 2,1 C. l•'J t § 982.558 (2010); 32 C.F.R. 96.3 (2010); Mark 
0 . gvons, 'rhe Consequences of Atljudic(ltio11: Sa11c1 io11s Be;yonc/ the Stmtenca for J11-
11ii11i/as U,uler Colorado l<uu (July 20111), http://www.coloraclodefendcrs.us/w1,-
contentlu ploods/201510 I /thc-consoquences-of-acljudication.pdf. 
16(18 U.S.C. § l 182(a) (20 12); 10 U.S.C. § 501l(a) (2012); 2 1 U.S.C. § 862 (2011); 42 
U.S.C. § l437n(f)(I) (2010); 42 U.S.C. § 13663{a) (2010): CONN. G~;N. S·1w1-. §§ '1-166 
1'0 '1-189C (2011): CONN. (:1;;N, S1'A'I'. § 10-233 (20 11); CONN. GEN. S•t•J\'r. §§ 460-121 
(201 l); CONN. CF:N. STAT.§ •160-146 (2011): CONN. Gl!N. $'!'AT.§ 611-76 (2011): Rud1cr. 
5a5 U.S. 125; 24 C.fi'.H. § 5.858 (20 10); 24 C.F. lt § 5.859 (2010); 24 C.fi'.R. § 5.860 
(2010): 2,1 C. 11'.R § 96(iA(l)(2)(iii) (2010); 2'1 C.F.n . § 966.4(1)(5)(i) (2010); Shah ct a l. , 
SIIPl'O note: 163; THINK IJEl•'Olll:: You Pl.EA, supra note 93. 
107 8 U.S.C. § 1182(11) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 504(11) (2012); 0 .C. CODE§ 16-233 l (c) 
(2016); 0.C. COD~:§ 16-2335 (20Hi); Ruel.er, 535 IJ.S. 125; D.C. LAWY8ll$ !•'OR YOUTH, 
Parent Handbook (2010), 
h ttp:1/ d 3n8a 8pro 7v h mx .clou dfron t. net/de lylpages/1 7 / a ttac hmen ts/origi nal/13 70223 87 
5/DCLY _handbook.pdf; Shah et al., supra note 163. 
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Juvenile record information is 
available to school personnel, 
but not available t.o the public 
Getting accepted to college or 
Suspended or expelled from 
graduate school 
school 
Joining the military 
Evicted from public housing 
Becoming a U.S. citizen 
Delawai-e168 Employment opportunities 
There is a a year waiting 
Records can be accessed by 
process for record 
various government agencies, 
expungement and then law 
enforcement officers can still 
school officials, potential 
access the expunged records 
employers 
Getting accepted to college or 
graduate school 
Joining the military 
Becoming a U.S. citizen 
Getting a job Suspended or expelled from 
Records can be accessed by school 
J;~Jorida rn9 various government agencies, Evicted from public housing 
school officials, potential Unable to become a foster or 
employers, the public adoptive parent as an adult 
Records for juvenile sex offender 
cases can never be sealed, 
expunged or destroyed 
Georgia170 
Juvenile record information is Evicted from public housing 
available to school personnel Fortunately, if the youth 
(limited 
Joining the military qualifies, expuogement is 
information 
available) 
Becoming a U.S. citizen available for all juvenile 
Records for juvenile sex offender offenses 
cases can never be sealed, 
1.GS 8 U.S.C. § l 182(a) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 504(a) (2012); l?ucher, 535 U.S. 125; UNC 
CENTER FOR CTVll,RJGH'rs, Juvenile Delinquency Adjudicatio11, Collateral Conse-
quences, and Expungement of Juvenile Records (2011), 
hLtp://www.law.unc.edu/documentslcivilrightslcenterforcivilrightsexpungementreport 
.pdf. 
,.., 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a) (2012); JO U.S.C. § 50'1(a) (2012); '12 U.S.C. § 13661 (h)(2) 
(2010); '12 u.s.c. § 13663(a) (20 t0); (i'L,\. 8'1'A1'. § 39.0138(2) (201 I); rLA. S'l'A'l'. § 
322.056 (201 l); FLA. STAT.§ 402.302(2) (201 l); FLA. STAT. § 402.305(2)(!1) (201 1); rLA. 
STA'!'.§ 409. I 75(6)(a) (201 J); Fl.A. STAT.§ 435.04(2) (201 1); FL.i\. S1'1\1'. § 9'13.0M2(3) 
(201 J}: Fi..,\. STA'!'.§ 9'13.059(4} (20ll): FLA. S1'AT. §§ 985.04(1)-(11) (201 l); l~LA. S-rA'r. § 
985.045(2) (2011); l1LA. S'rA'r. § 1006.09(2) (20ll): /lurker. 535 U.S. 125: 24 C.Lt'.R. § 
5.858 (2010); 2'1 C.lt'.R. § 5.869 (2010): 211 C.F.R. § 966.4(1) (2010): THE LeGALAND 
LEC1$f,A'l'IVF: RF.'il'ONSIO:, 
bttp://www.csom.org/Lrain/juvenilel7/Juvenile%20Curriculum%20Content%20-
%20Legal%20ond%20Legislative%20Responsc%20(1'opic%207).pdf (last visited Jan. 
18, 2019); 1'flfNK B EFORE You PLEA, supnl noto 93. 
110 8 U.S.C. § I 182(a) (2012); JO U.S.C. § 504(0) (2012); Co. Code Ann.§ 15-11-79.2 
(2016): Oa. Code Ann.§ 15-11-82(0) (2016); Rucllcr, 535 U.S. 125; 'l'11~LEGALAND 
Li•:GISIA'l'IVE R ESPONSE, Sltpra note 169; Shah el al., :;upra note 163. 
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expunged or destroyed 
Getting a job 
Getting accepted to college or Suspended or expelled from 
graduate school school 
,Joining the military l~victed from public housing 
Hawaii 171 Becoming a U.S. citizen Fortunately, if the youth 
Records can be accessed by qualifies, expungement is 
various government agencies, available for all juvenile 
school officials, potential offenses 
employers 
Getting a job 
Getting accepted to college or 
graduate school 
Joining the military 
Suspended or expelled from 
Becoming a U.S. citizen 
school 
ldaho172 Records can be accessed by the 
Evicted from public housing 
general public school officials, 
potential employers 
Required to register as a sex 
Records for juvenile sex offender 
offender 
cases can never be sealed, 
expunged or destroyed 
Juvenile record information is Suspended or expelled from 
fllinois 173 
available to school personnel school - records are shared 
and to the general public (if the between schools and effecL 
crime !its certain specifications) the youth's ability to transfer 
Getting a iob Evicted from oublic housing 
171 8 U.S.C. § l182(u) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 50d(a) (2012); 1l2 U.S.C. § l366 l (b)(2) 
(2010); '12 u.s.c. § 13663(8) (2010): H,\W. Rl::V. S'rA'r. § 286-1011(2011): HAW. R~:v. 
STAT.§ 378-2.5(0) (2011); H ;\W. Ri,;v. STAT.§§ 571-SW:)-(r:) (201 I): HAW. R~:v. s·rAT. § 
67l-88(a)(l) (20 1 l); 1-IAW. R1w. $'J'A'I'. §§ 8'16-2.7(U)·(C) (201 l); H,\\\I, Jh;v, $TA'!'.§ 
8460 -it (2011): Ruclw,-. 535 U.S. 125; 24 C.fo'.R. § 5.858 (2010): 2'1 C.V.R. § 5.859 
(2010); 211 C.l~Jt § 966.11(1) (2010); H AW. Coo& R. § 8-19-5 (LoxisNex.is 201 I): HAW. 
Cooi:: n. §§ 8-19-6(a}-(h) (LoxisNexis 2011): Shah e~ nl.. su1Jr<I nolc 163; 'l'IIINI< 
BfWOIIE You PU:A, supra nole 93. 
rn 8 U.S.C. § L182(n) (2012): 10 U.S.C. § 504(a) (2012); '12 U.S.C. § 1437n(l)(l) (2010); 
42 U.S.C. § 13661(b)(2) (2010); '12 U.S.C. § 13663(0) (2010): I DAHO CODE§ l8-81l0tJ 
(2010); lllAHO Coor:§ !i3-205 (2010); IDAHO C·r. ADMIN. Cooi,; l', 32(g)(9)(E) (2009): 
llucher, 535 U.S. 125; 24 C.F.H. § 966.'1(1) (2010); 24 C.F.R. § 982.553(a)(l)(i)(A) 
(2010): IDAHO J\Dt.UN. Cooi:: r. 08.02.03. 160 (2016): fl)AHOJ\OMIN. CODI~ I', 
16.05.06.000 (2016); 'Pli i:: Ll·!GAL ANO l,J',GISLA1'1VE Ht:SPONSE. supra nole 169: 'l'IIINK 
Uf:FORI•: You PLEA, s11pra note 93. 
,r.i g u.s.c. § 1 l82(n) (2012): 10 u.s.c. § 504(n) (2012); 105 ILi,. CO~II'. STAT. 5/,10· 
22.6 (2016); 705 ILi,. CO~tr. S'l',\T, '105/1-7 (2016): 705 11.1 .. COMP. $1'1\'I'. 405/1-8 (2016); 
730 ILL. COMI'. STAT. 5/5·'1·3(A) (2016); 730 IU .. COMI'. STAT. 150/2(A)(5) (2016); Ruel.-
er, 535 U.S. 125; Carolyn E. F1n1zicr. '1711! nlinois Jw.11t11ile Collateral Conseqrtences 
Checklist: A Guide for Understa11di11g the Consequences of Juvenile Court lnuolue• 
ment (2015), 
http:/lwww.law.northwestern.edu/legalclinic/cfjc/t.locuments/lllinoisCollaterulConseq 
uencesChecklist.pdf; Shah et al., supra note 163. 
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Joining t,he military Suspended driving privileges 
Becoming a U.S. citizen Register as a sex offender 
Carrying a firearm Submit a blood or saliva 
sample t,o be kept in the 
police database 
Records can be expunged 
upon petition 
Pay monetary restitutions 
Getting a job Suspended or expelled from 
Getting accepted to college or school 
graduate school Evicted from public housing 
Indianam 
Joining the military Required to register as a sex 
Becoming a U.S. citizen offender 
Records can be accessed by the Fortunately, if tbe youth 
general public school officials, qualifies, expungement is 
potential employers available for all juvenile 
offenses 
Joining the military 
Iowa•7fi Becoming a U.S. citizen Evicted from public housing ltecords are accessible to the 
(limited 
public 
[f the youth qualifies, 
information expungement is available for 
available) Records for juvenile sex offender all juvenile offenses 
cases can never be scaled, 
expunged or destroyed 
Getting a job 
Getting accepted to college or Suspended or expelled from 
graduate school school 
Joining Lhe military H:victed from public housing 
Kansas176 Becoming a U.S. citizen Required to register as a sex 
Possessing a firearm offender 
Juvenile record information is Convictions for serious 
available to school personnel crimes means that juvenile 
Records for juvenile sex offender records cannot be expunged 
cases can never be sealed 
m 8 U.S.C. § l l82(a) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 601\(a) (2012); 42 U.S.C. § 1'137n(f) (2010); 
'12 U.S.C. § 13G61(a) - (b) (2010); 42 U.S.C. § 13663 (a) (2010); INO. COOi> § 9-25-6-21 
(2010); .IND. CODI>§ 10-13-11-13 (2010); [NO. Coor-; §20-33-2-11 (2010); IND. COOE § 31-
37.5.7 (2010); INO. CODE§ 31-37-19-17 (2010); !NO. COOi•: § 31-37-19-20 (2010); !NO. 
CODE§ 35-50-8-1 (2010); Ruc/w,·, 535 U.S. 125: 24 C.P.H. § 966.<l(l)(iii)(A) (2010); 24 
C.l•'.lt § 982.553 (201 O); Sh:ih CL al., supra note I 63; 'l'UINI( Bm•'OH€ You PUlA, SUJ}l"(J 
note 93, 
m, 8 U.S.C. § 1182{a) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 504(l\) (2012); IOWA CODI>§ 232. 1'17 (2016); 
IOWA CODf: §§ 232.150 (201 G); IOWA Com:§ 692.17 (2016); Ruc/1er, 535 U.S. 125; THE 
LEOJ\I, ANO Ll,CISI.ATIVE RESl'ONSI•:, supra note 169; Shah et al .. supra nolc 163. 
17r. 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 604(a) (2012); l<AN. $'!"AT. ANN.§ 38-2310 
(2016); Nuclicr. 535 U.S. 125; l<ANSAS l~F.GJ\1. S1mv1cf.S, INC., Juue11ile Crime and 
Consequences in Kansas: An lrtformatio,i Boohlet for Juue,iiles (2011). 
htLp://w,V\v.kansaslegalse1,vices.org/sites/kansaslci:-also1·vicos.org/lilcs/Collaleral%20 
Consoquonces%20Booklot%20-%20Finul_0.pdf; 'l'HE LEOAl.J\ND LEGISLATIVE 
RESPONSE, supra note 169; Shah et al., supra note 163. 
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expunged or desw:oyed 
Joining the military 
Kentucky177 
Becoming a lJ.S. citizen 
(limited 
Records for juvenile sex offender 
information 
cases can never be scaled, Evicted from public housing 
available) 
expunged or destroyed 
Juvenile record information is 
available to school personnel 
Louisianl\ 118 
Joining lhc military gvicLed from public housing 
(limited 
Becoming a U.S. citizen Louisiana has created a web• 
informaLion 
Records for juvenile sex offender based elect1·onic platform to 
available) 
cases can never be sealed, help with expungement 
expunged or desLroyed 
Suspended or expelled f-rom 
school 
GeLLing a job Fingerprinted by law 
Getting accepted to college or enforcement 
graduate school Evicted from public housing 
Maine179 Joining the military Required to 1·egisler as a sex 
Becoming a U.S. citizen offender if sentenced i11 adulL 
Records can be accessed by the court 
general public, victims, school Restrict access t.o driver's 
officials, potential employers licenses 
If the youth qualifies, 
expungemenl is available for 
all juvenile offenses 
Marvland180 J oininc: the milita1·v Suspended or ex1ielled from 
177 8 u.s.c. § l 182(a) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 50'1(n) (2012); KY. RIW. S1'A1'. ANN.§ 610.340 
(West 2016; 'fHE [JECAL AND LE:GJSLAT£VE RESPONSE, s11prn noLe 169: Shah et al., su-
pra note 163. 
176 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 504(a) (2012); Rucher, 535 U.S. 125; THE 
LEGAL AND LEGISLATNE RESPONSE, supra note 169. 
170 8 U.S.C. § I 182(n) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 504(n) (2012); MK STAT. til. 15 § 3101(11) 
(2009); Mi::. S1'AT. tiL. 15, § 3203-A(2) (2009); ME. STA'I'. t il. 15 § 3307(2)(13) (2009); 
M~,. STAT. tit. 15, § 3307(3) (2009); ME. STAT. Lil. 15, § 3308 (2009): ME. STAT. tit. 16. 
§ 611{3) (2009); ME. S1'AT. tit 16, § 612A(3) (2009): ME. STA'I'. Lit.. 16, § 616 (2009); 
ME. STAT .. ti t. 16, § 616 (2009); Mt::. STAT. Lit. 16, § 619 (2009): ME. S1'A'I'. Lit. 16 § 
631 (2009): ME. S'l'A'l'. til. 20-A, § 1001(9) (2009): Mr.. S1'A1'. m. 20-A, § 1055(l 1) 
(2009); ME. STA'l'. lil. 20,A, § 254(12) (2009); MB. S'l'A'I', tiL. 22. § 4005-1~(3) (2009): 
MK S't'l\'r. liL. 22, § t1036(2·A) (2009): ME. S'l'A'r. Lil. 25 § 15'11(tl-A)(l3) (2009); ME. 
STAT. tit. 29-A, § 1257(11) (2009); ME. STAT. LiL. 29-A. § 2'16'1(1) (2009); MK S1'A'r. til. 
32, § 91105(1-A)(I,)) (2009): MK S1'1\'I'. tit. 32, § 9'110-A(l)(t-:): ME. S'l'A'r. ti l. 3•1·.t\, §§188 
11202(1), 11222 (2009); ME. R. C RIM. P. § 1 l(h) (2016); ME. It CRIM. I'.§ 36C(b) 
(2016); l?ucher. 535 U.S. 125: 2'I C.F.R § 5.861 (2010): 2'1 C. F.R. § 5.90!3(b) (2010); 2,1 
C. F. R. § 960.204(n) (2010}; Shah CL nl., s11µra not.c 163; 'l'IIINK 13m,•onr-: You Pl,EA, SU· 
pra note 93. 
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Oimited Becoming a U.S. citizen school 
information Juvenile record information is Evicted from public housing 
available) available to school personnel Tf the youth qualifies, 
expungement is availab.le for 
all juvenile offenses 
Suspended or expelled from 
school 
Getting accepted to college or 
Suspension of driver's license 
graduate school Evicted from public housing 
Massachusetts Joining the military Required to register as a sex 
181 Becoming a U.S. citizen offender 
Records can be accessed by Submit a DNA sample if 
offense would be considered 
government officials a felony in adult court 
If lhe youth qualifies, 
expungemenl is available for 
all juvenile offenses 
Getting a job 
Getting accepted to college or 
graduate school 
Joining lhe military Suspended or expelled from 
Becoming a U.S. citizen school 
Michigan1s2 Records can be accessed by the Evicted from public housing 
general public school officials, Required to register as a sex 
potential employers offender 
Records for juvenile sex offender 
cases can never be scaled, 
expunged or destroyed 
Getting a job Suspended or expelled from 
Minnesota183 Gotti.nl! ncceoted to collee:e or school 
u,o 8 u.s.c. § 1 I 82(n) (2012); 10 u.s.c. § 50'1(A) (2012); MD. CODI•: i\NN. § 3-8A-27(c) 
(Wes~ 2016); Ml). 001>" ANN. EDUC.§ 7-303 (2016); l?ucher, 535 U.S. 125; Shah c~ nl.. 
supra note 163. 
181 8 U.S.C. § ll82(a) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 50'1(a) (2012); '12 U.S.C. § 13663 (2010); 
MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 6, § 167 (2016); MASS. GF.N. l,AWSch. 6, § 168A (2016); MASS. 
Gl,N. l.,AWSch. 6, § 178C (2016); MASS. OEN. LAWS ch. 221.!;, §§ 1-15 (2016); MASS. 
CEN. LAWS ch. 71, § 371-1 112(2016); MASS. 0 1•:N. LAW ch. 90, § 8 (2016); MASS. GEN. 
LAWS ch. 90. § 22 (2016): J\IL\l:!S. Gt,;N. LAWS ch. 15113, § 11(9)(2016): l\llASS. O~;N. LAWS 
ch. 276, §§ l00U- C (2016); llucher, 535 U.S. 125; 24 C.J?.R. § 960.201 (2010); 24 
C.F.R. § 982.553 (2010); YOUTH /\OVOCACY D1;PAHTMENTCOMMl'r1•1m l"OR PUl.ll,IC 
COUNSl•:1. S~:1tv1cES. $elected Conseq11enCl's of J1wenile Adj11dicalior1s iii Massacl111-
sctts (2015), https;//www.publiccounsel.not.lya/wp-
content/uplonds/sites/(i/20 I '1/08/Collaternl-9.25.2015.pdf; Shah ct al., supra note 163. 
1"" 8 U.S.C. § ll82(n) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 501(n) (2012); <12 U.S.C. § ltl37n(f)(l) (2010); 
42 U.S.C. § l3661(b)(2) (2010); 12 U.S.C. § 13663(a) (2010): MICH. COMI'. LAWSJ\NN. 
§§ 15.231-15.246 (2010); MICII. CO'MP. LAWS ANN.§ 28.723 (20 10); MICH. COMP. LAWS 
/\NN. § 267.319 (2010); MICH. COMP. LAWS ANN.§ 380.1311(1) (2010); llucller. 535 
U.S. 125: 24 C.F'.R. § 966.'1(1) (2010); 2-1 c. r'.H. § 982.553(a)(J)(i)(A) (20 10): THI-: 
LEGAl.ANO LEClSI.ATIVB HESl'ONSR, supl'a no~e 169; 'l'HINK Bl>f"Ol(I-: You Pl.I>/\, supra 
no~ 93. 
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graduate school Evicted from public housing 
Joining the miliLary Required to register as a sex 
Becoming a U.S. citizen offender 
Records can be accessed by the 
general public, school officials, 
and potential employers 
Records for juvenile sex offender 
cases can never be sealed, 
expunged or destroyed 
Getting a job 
Suspended or expelled from 
Getting accepted to college or 
school 
graduate school 
Evicted from public housing 
Mississippi 1s.1 Joining Lhe military Requh-ed to register as a sex 
Becoming a U.S. citizen 
offender 
Records can be accessed by the 
If the youth qualifies, 
general public, school officials, 
expungement is available for 
potential employers 
all juvenile offenses 
Suspended or expelled from 
Missouri185 school 
(limited Joining the military Evicted from public housing 
information Becoming a U.S. ciLi7..en If the youth qualifies, 
available) expungement is available for 
all juvenile offenses 
~Join ing the military 
Montana18G Becoming a U.S. citi1,en 
(limited 
Juvenile record information is 
information 
available to school personnel Evicted from public housing 
available) 
Records for juvenile sex offender 
cases can never be sealed, 
expunged or destroyed 
18:18 U.$.C. § I 182(a) (2012); IO U.S.C. § 50'1(n) (2012): MINN. S'l'AT. § 17 l (2009); 
MINN. S'1'/\1'. § 243. 1 Hfi (2009); MINN. S'l'A'I'. § 2608.125 (2009); MINN. S'l'A'I'. § 
260U.2'15 (2009); MINN. S1wr. § 2608.163 (2009); MJNN. STAT.§ 26013.171 (2009); 
M INN. S'l'A'r. § 299C.095 (2009): MINN. S·1wr. § 609A.03 (2009); MINN. STA'l'. § 
60913.050 (2009); MINN. STAT.§ 62'1.713(3) (2009); Rucker, 535 U.S. )25; MlNN. n. 
Juv. DEL. P. 30.02 (20 10): 'l'lrn LECJ\l,;\NO LE:GISM'l'IVF: RESl'ONSE. Sltprc, noto 
169: 'l'IIINK 81•:FORE You PLEA, Sll/)1'<1 note 93. 
18-18 U.S.C. § 1182(a) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 50'1(a) (2012): '12 U.S.C. § 1437n(t)(l.) (2010); 
'12 U.S.C. § 13661(b)(2) (2010); 112 U.S.C. § 13663(11) (2010): M l SS. CODE ANN.§ 43,21-
255(3) (2009): M IS$. COOi~ ANN. § 113-21-26 I (1). (l)(g) (2009); M ISS. Com: ANN. § ,13. 
21-263; MISS. COOl'.ANN. § 63-1-71(1) (2009); Rucl1er, li35 U.S. 125; 24 C. l•'.R. § 
966.'1(1) (2010); 211 C.P.H. § 982.668(n)(l)(i)(A) (201 O); Shah ct al., supra note 163; 
'l'HINI< Bt;FOlll:: YOU J)u;1\, supra. note 9a. 
it<:, s u.s.c. § 1182(0) (2012); 10 u.s.c. § so11(a) (2012); Mo. REV. s,wr. §§ 211.321. 
311.326 (2016); R11cl1cr. 535 U.S. 125; '!'HE l,EGALAND LEGJSLATIVF: Ri,sPONSI•:, supra 
note 169; Shah et al., supra noLe 163. 
>86 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 504(a) (2012); MONT. CODE ANN.§ 4J-5-2J5 
(2016); Rucker, 535 U.S. 125; Shah eL al., supra note 163. 
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Nebraska187 
Becoming a U.S. citizen Evicted from public housing 
(limited 
Records are not available to the If the youth qualifies, 
information 
public expungement is available for 
available) 
Joining the military all juvenile offenses 
Getting a job 
Getting accepted to college or 
graduate school 
Joining the military Evicted from public housing 
Becoming a U.S. citizen Required to regisLer as a sex 
Nevada188 Records are accessible to the offender 
public, i,chool officials, and Suspended or expelled from 
potential employers school 
Records for juvenile sex offender 
cases can never be sealed, 
expunged or destroyed 
Getting a job 
Getting accepted to college or Suspended or expelled from 
graduate school school 
New Joining- the military Required to register as a sex 
Hampshire189 Becoming a U.S. citizen offender 
Records can be accessed by Jf the youth qualifies, 
school officials, potential expungement is available for 
employers all juvenile offenses 
187 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 504(a) (2012); NEB. REV. S1'AT. § 43-2 (2016), 
108; Rucker, 535 U.S. 125; Shah et al., supra note 163. 
188 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 504(a) (2012); NEV. REV. STAT. ANN. § 
62E.030 (2009); NEV. REV. STAT. ANN.§ 62E.430 (2009); N.H. REV. STAT. ANN.§ 
62E.630 (2009); N.H. REV. STAT. ANN.§ 62E.640 (2009); N .H. REV. STAT. ANN.§ 
62E.650 (2009); N.H. REV. S'rAT. ANN. § 62E.690 (2009); N.H. REV. STAT. ANN.§ 
62F.110 (2009); N.H. REV. STAT, ANN.§ 62F.220 (2009); N.H. REV. STAT. ANN.§ 
62f-l.020 (2009); N.H. REV. STA1'. ANN. § 315.031 (2009); N.H. REV. S1'A'I'. ANN.§ 
392.466 (2009); Rucker, 535 U.S. 125; The Legal and Legislative Re-
sponse, supra note 169; Think Before You Plea, supra note 93. 
189 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 504(a) (2012); N.ll. REV. STAT. ANN.§ 151:2-
d (2010); N.H. REV. S'l'AT. ANN.§ 169-B:19 (201.0); N.H. REV. STAT. ANN.§ 169-B:24 
(2010); N.H. R~:v. S'l'AT. ANN.§ 169-8:27 (2010); N.H. HEV. STAT. ANN.§ 169-13:32 
(2010); N.TI. REV. S'l'A1', ANN.§ 169-13:35 (2010); N.H. RFlV. S'l'AT. ANN.§ 169-B:35(Il); 
N.H. REV. STAT. ANN.§ 169-B:36 (2010); N.H. REV. S1'AT. ANN.§ 169-B:37 (2010); 
N.H. REV. S1'A'.I'. ANN.§ 169-B:46 (2010); N.H. REV. s·rAT. ANN.§. 193:13 (2010); N.l-1. 
REV. S'!'A'l'. ANN.§ 193-D:7 (2010); N.H. REV. s·rAT. ANN.§ 263:56-b (2010); N.H. REV. 
STAT. ANN.§ 540:2 (2010); N.H. REV. S'l'AT. ANN.§ 651-B:7 (2010); Rucker, 535 U.S. 
125; N.H. CODE ADMIN. R. ANN. He-C 63:39.03(ac) (2010); Shah et al., supra note 163; 
'l'HlNK BEli'ORI:: You PLEA, supra note 93. 
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Getting a job 
Getting accepted to college or 
Suspended or expelled from 
graduate school 
school Joining the military 
Evicted from public housing New Jersey100 Becoming a U.S. ci tizen 
Requ ,red to register as a sex 
Carrying a firearm 
offender 
Records can be accessed by the 
Required to submit a DNA 
general public, school officials, 
potential employers 
sample 
Joining the military 
Suspended or expelled from 
New Mexico101 school 
(limited 
Becoming a U.S. citizen 
Evicted from public housing 
Records are not available to the 
information 
public but can be accessed by 
[f the youth qualifies, 
available) 
school officials 
expungement is available for 
all juvenile offenses 
Getting a job 
Getting accepted to college or 
graduate school 
Joining the military 
Becoming a U.S. citizen Suspended or expelled from 
New York192 Rer.ords are not available to the school 
public Evicted from public housing 
Records can be accessed by 
school officials, various 
government and licensing 
agencies 
190 8 U.S.C. §1182(a) (2012); 8 U.S.C. 1227 (2015); 10 U.S.C. §501(a) (2012); 20 U.S.C. 
1091(r) (2015); 42 U.S.C. 14.37n(f)(l) (~010); 42 U.S.C. 1366l(b)(2) (2015); 42 U.S.C. 
13663(a) (2015); N.J. STAT. ANN.§ 2A:t!J\-3J(c); N.J. STAT. ANN.§ 2A:4A-43 (2016); 
N.J. STAT. ANN.§ 2A:'1J\-48 (2015); N.J. $'1'AT. ANN.§ 2A:4A-60 (2015); N.J. STA'l'. 
ANN.§ 2C:7-2 (2015); N.J. STAT. ANN.§ 2C:7-13 (2015); N.J. STAT. ANN.§ 2C:33-
3.l(a)(2015); N.J. STAT. ANN.§ 18A:6-33.8 (2015); N.J. STAT. ANN.§ JSJ\:38-1 (2015); 
N.J. STAT. ANN.§ 34:6B-14(c) (2015); N.J. STAT. A.\IN. § 53:1-20.20(h) (2015); N.J. CT. 
R. 5:19-2 24 (2016); Rucher, 535 U.S. 125; 24 C.F.R. § 966.4(1) (2015); 21 C.F.R. § 
982.553(a)(l)(i)(A) (2015); N.,J. ADMIN. CODE§ 6A:22-3.1 (2015); The Northeast Juve-
nile Defender Center (NJDC), supra note 113. 
191 8 U.S.C. § J 182(a) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 504(a) (2012); N.M. STA1'. ANN.§ 32A-2-26 
(A, H) (2016); N.M. STAT. ANN. § 32A-2-32 (2016); Rucher, 535 U.S . 125; Shah et al., 
supra noto 163. 
192 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 504(a) (2012); 42 U.S.C. § 1366J(h)(2) 
(2010): 42 U.S.C. § 13663(a) (2010); N.Y. C1m1. Pnoc. LAW§ 380.90 (Mcl<inncy 2011); 
N.Y. CIIIM. PROC. LAW§§ 720.35(2)-(4) (McKinney 20ll); N.Y. Eouc. LAW§ 3214 
(McKinney 201 I); N.Y. VEIi. & 'l'RAI-'. LAW§ 1192(4) (Mc.l<inney 2011); N.Y. l~MI. Or. 
AC'!'§ 166 (McKinney 2011); N.Y. (?AM. C1•. AC'I' § 375.1 (McI<innoy 2011); N.Y. FAM. 
CT. ACT§§ 380.1 (3)-(4) (McKinney 2011); N.Y. FAM. CT. ACT§ 381.3; Rucker, 535 U.S. 
125; 2'1 C.F.R. § 5.858 (2010); 24 C.F.R. § 5.859 (2010); 24 C.F.R. § 966.4(1) (2010); 
Shah et al., supra note 163; THINr< Bl,FORE You PLEA, Sltpra note 93. 
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Getting a job 
Getting accepted to college or 
graduate school 
Joining the military 
Suspended or expelled from 
Becoming a U.S. citizen school 
North 
Records are not available to the 




Records can be accessed by Evicted from public housing 
school officials, designated 
agencies 
Required to register as a sex 
Records for juvenile sex offender offender 
cases can never be sealed, 
expunged or destroyed 
Records are not available to the 
North Dakota 194 public 
(limited Joining the military Evicted from public housing 
information Becoming a U.S. citizen 
available) Juvenile record information is available to school personnel 
Getting a job 
Getting accepted to college or 
graduate school 
Joining the miliLary 
Becoming a U.S. citizen Suspended or expelled from 
Records are not available to the school 
Ohio•9:> public Subject to suspension of a 
Records can be accessed by driver's license 
school officials, potential Evicted from public housing 
employers 
Records for juvenile sex offender 
cases can never be sealed, 
expunged or destroyed 
io., 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 501(a) (2012); 42 U.S.C. § 1'137n(f)(1) (2010); 
,12 u.s.c. § 13663(a) (2010); N.C. G1;N. S·rAT. § 713-2506(9) (2010): N.C. C"N. STAT. § 
713-2509 (2010); N.C. GEN. STAT.§ 713,3000 (2010); N.C. GEN. STA'l'. § 7B-3101 (2010); 
N.C. GBN. STA1'. § I 15C·391 {2010); N.C. 01':N. STAT.§ l 15C-'1011 (2010); N.C. Gi,;N. 
STAT.§ 157-29(c) (2010); lluclu!r, 535 U.S. 125; 24 C.F.R. § 966.'1(1)(5)(i){A) (2010); 
'!'HE LEGAL ANO LF.:t:ISl.A'l'IVI': RESPONSE, supra note 169; Shah ct al., supra note 163: 
THINK 131':POl!E You PLl!J\, supra note 93. 
101 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 504(a) (2012); N.D. CENT. CooE. § 27-20-51 
(2016): N.D. CENT. CODE§ 27-20-52 (2016); Rucker, 535 U.S. 125; Shah et al., supra 
note 163. 
uir, 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 504(a) (2012); '12 U.S.C. l437n(() (20 10); 42 
U.S.C. 13663(8) (2010); OHIO R!i:V. COOl~ANN. § 2151.18: 0 1110 RIW. CODE ANN. 
§215 l.368(U)(4)(f) (2010); OHIO R~:v. CODE ANN.§ 2162. l 9(A)(l) (2010); 01110 HEV. 
COi)(•: ANN. § 2152.19(13) (2010); 0~110 REV. CODE ANN.§ 2152.83(A) (2010); 0~110 
HEV. Coui:: ANN.§ 2213.(j63 (2010); Omo Ri::v. COD~:A.NN. § 3313.66l(A) 
(2010); R1icl1er. 535 U.S. 125; 2,1 C.F.R. 966.il(l)(iii)(A) (2010); 'l'IIE LECl\l, AND 
IJBCISl,i\TIVI~ RESPONSF:, supra note 169; Shah et a l .. supra note 163; THINK 13Ef'OIU~ 
YOU Pl,&\, supra note 93. 
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Getting a job Suspended or expelled from 
Getting accepted to college or school 
graduate school Evicted from public housing 
Oklahoma196 Juvenile record information is Fortunately, if the youth 
available to school personnel qualifies, expungement is 
,Joining the military available for all juvenile 
Becoming a U.S Citizen offenses 
Getting a job 
Evicted from public housing 
Records for juvenile sex offender 
Required to give fingerprints 
cases can never be sealed, 
and a DNA sample 
expunged or destroyed 
Suspended or limited driver's 
Oregon197 
Joining the milital'y 
license 
Becoming a U.S Citizen 
Suspended or expelled from 
school 
Juvenile record information is 
Required to register as a sex 
available to school personnel 
offender 
Getting a job Suspended or expelled from 
school 
Getting accepted to college 01· 
Required to register as a sex 
graduate school 
offender if transfen·ed to Joining the military 
adult court 
Pennsylvania198 Becoming a U.S. citizen Evicted from public 
Records can be accessed by the 
housing (only some severe general public, school officials, 
potential employers 
juvenile offenses qualify) 
Req uirnd to give fingerprints 
to law en fol'cemenL 
Rhode Island199 
Records arc not available to the (limited 
public 
information Joining the milita1·y Evicted from public housing 
available) 
Becomin11: a U.S Citizen 
lllG 8 u.s.c. § ll82(n) (2012); 10 u.s.c. § 504(a) (2012); OKJ.A. S'l'NI'. tiL. l0A, § 2,6, 
102 (2016); OKLA. S'rA'r. tit. I0J\, §§ 2-6-I0S(U) (2016); OKI.A. S1',\1'. tiL. !OJ\,§§ 2-6-
109(/\) (2016); Rucher. 635 U.S. 125; C-0NVEN1'10N CR!1'IINAL Of:f'ENSI•:, Juuc11ile Rec• 
ord J:::rpungement, h ttp://www.ok-criminnl•defcnse.1.-0111/juvenilc-record-
cx1>ungem<mt (lust visited /\pr. 9, 2017); Shoh ot. nl., supra note 163. 
107 8 u.s.c. § I l82(n) (2012): 10 u.s.c. § 50'1(n) (2012); OR. HIN. s,wr. § 181.595; On. 
R1N. S'l'A1'. § 4 l 9A.255; Ort. HEV. STA'l'. § 1l L9A.262 (l )(b)(I(); 0 11. Rl~V. S'l'/\1'. § 
6<19/\.006 (2016): O1t l{EV. S0rA1'. § 809.409 (2016): On. R1w. STNr. § 809.1112 (2016): 
Nuclter, 635 U.S. 125; 13f:YOND JUVl•:Nll,E COUH'I': L ONG,•n:itM 1/IIPAC'r Of' A JUVENll,E 
RECOIU>, htLp:llyouthrightsjustice.org/Doc11menW131~YONDJUVl-:NILECOUll'l'.pclf 
(last visited A1>r. 9, 2017); 'rH E LECAJ, i\Nl) LECJSl..i\'l'IVI~ HESPONSE, supra note 169; 
Shah et al., supra note I 63. 
111.q 8 U.S.C. § l182(n) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 50<1(a) (2012); <12 U.S.C. § 1437n(l)(l) (2010): 
'12 U.S.C. § l:J661(b)(2) (2010): 42 U.S.C. § 13663(11) (2010): 18 PA. CONS. STA'l'. § 
6307 (2010); 18 PA. CONS. STAT.§ 6308 (2010); IS !'A. CONS. S'l'A'I'. § 6310.3 (2010); 75 
PA. CONS. STA'r. § 1532 (2010); l?ucller, 535 U.S. 125; 24 C.1•'.H. § 966.4(1) (2010); 24 
C.Jo'.U. § 982.553(a)(l)(i)(J\) (2010); Think IJefol'e You l'lca, snpra nole 93. 
189 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a) (20)2): 10 U.S.C. § 50<1(a) (2012): XX R.I. Gr::N. LAWS§ 111-1-30; 
XX R. I. GF:N. l;,\WS § 1<1-1-64; U11clicl', 635 U.S. 125: Shoh ct nl., supra note 163. 
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Getting a job Suspended or expelled from 
Joining the military school 
Becoming a U.S. citizen Required to register as a sex 
South 
Records can be accessed by offender if transferred to 
Carolina2oo certain government agencies adult court 
and school officials Evicted from public housing 
Records for juvenile sex offender Suspended driver's license 
cases can never be sealed, Required to give fingerprints 
expunged or desLroyed to law enforcement 
Suspended or expelled from 
Joining the military school 
Becoming a U.S Citizen Required to register as a sex 
South Dakotazo, Records can be accessed by the offender 
general public, school officials, Fortunately, if the youth 
and potential employers qualifies, expungement is 
Getting a job available for all juvenile 
offenses 
lwi.cted from nublic housini:r 
Tennesseewi J oining the military 
(limited Becoming a U.S Citi1.en 
Evicted from public housing 
information Juvenile record information is 
available) available to school personnel 
Texas203 GeLtini:r a iob tiei:rister as a sex offender 
~ 8 U.S.C. § l 182(a) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 504(a) (2012): 18 U.S.C. § 92'1 (e)(2)(B); 42 
u.s.c. § 5119; 42 u.s.c. § 13663: s.c. Com,: ANN.§ 1'1•7•810 (20 16); s.c. CODE ANN. 
§ 23-3-420(A) (2016); $.C. COl)E ANN. § 23-3-460 (2016): S.C. COUl-l ANN. § 23·3· 
470(A) (2016); S.C. Coo~: ANN. § 23-3-1190(0)(1) (20 16); s.c. CODf; ANN. § 23-3-540 
(2016); S.C. CODl•:ANN. § 59-63-210 (2016): S.C. CODl>ANN. § 63-3-590 (2016); S.C. 
CODE ANN.§ 63-19· 14 l0(C) (2016): S.C. CODE ANN.§ 63-19-1420 (2016); S.C. CODE 
ANN.§ 63-19-2010 (2016); s.c. cou,,: ANN.§ 63-H.l-2020 (2016): s.c. Coor.,; ANN. § 63-
19-2030 (2016); S.C. Coo~: ANN. § Ga, 19-2050 (2016); Rucher, 6::l5 U.S. 125; S.C. CODE 
ANN. REOS. R. 73-260; The South Cm·olino Commission on Indigent Defense 
(SCCfl)), s1tprc1 note 114; 'l'IIE LEC:Al, /IND Lr.,;c1Sl.1\1'IVF. HESl'ONSE, s11prt1 noLc 169: 
Shah ct nl., s11pra note 163. 
!<>i 8 U.S.C. § 1182(0) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 601\(n) (2012); 42 U.S.C. § 1'137d(k) (2010); 
42 U.S.C. § 1437f(u)(l)(B)(iii) (20 10); 42 U.S.C. § 1'137n(l)(l) (2010): 42 U.S.C. § 
1366l(b)(2) (2010); 42 U.S.C. § 13663(a) (2010); S.0. CODll'Jl,;D LAWS§ 26-7A-114., 
11 5, 116, 105: S.D. coo1rn,o LAws § 26-11-5.2 c2011): S.D. Coorm:o LAws § 32-12-
15 (2011): R11clwr, 535 U.S. 126; 24 C.li'.H § 966.4(]) (2010); 24 C.li'.R § 
982.553(n)(1)(i)(A) (2010); Shah eL al .. supra note 163: ' l'IIINK lll':l•'Olm YOU PLE:A, srt• 
J)l'a note 93. 
1«18 U.S.C. § 1182(8) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 6011(0) (2012): 'l'ENN. CODIU\ NN. § 49-6-
3051 (2016); Rm:her, 535 U.S. 125; Shah ct nl .. supra note 163. 
20., 8 u.s.c. § J 182(n) (2012); 10 u.s.c. § 504(0) (2012); ' l'EX. FAM. cone ANN. § 
58.0051 (2016); l?ucher, 636 U.S. 125; CcnJ.er fol' Children, Law, & Policy, l'uc Been 
Found Deli.11qu.ent by the Court. I-low Will This Affect My /t'iiture?, 
hLtps://www.law.11h.edu/cenler~clp/downloacls/collnJ.e1•akonscqucnoes_youLh_cng.pdf 
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Juvenile record information is Suspended driver's license 
available to school personnel Suspended or expelled from 
Joining the military school 
Becoming a U.S Citizen Evicted from public housing 
Records for juvenile sex offender 
cases can never be sealed, 
expunged or destroyed 
Possessing a firearm 
Register as a sex offender 
Joining the military Suspended or expelled from 
Utah204 
Getting accepted to college or school 
gTaduate school Required to give a DNA 
Becoming a U.S CiLizen sample 
Bvictcd from uublic housinl! 
Vermont20:; Joining the military 
(limited Becoming a U.S Citizen 
Evicted from public housing 
information Records are not available t.o the 
available) public 
Getting a job 
Juvenile record information is 
available to school personnel 
Joining the military 
Virginia206 Becoming a U.S Citizen Register as a sex offender 
Hecords for juvenile sex offender Evicted from public housing 
cases can never be scaled, 
expunged or destroyed 
Possessing a firearm 
Getting a job Suspended or expelled from 
Washinl1'ton207 GctLine acceDtcd lo colle~e or school 
(last visited Apr. 9, 2017); THE LEGAL AND LEGISLATIVE RESPONSE, su.pra note 169; 
Shah e~ nl .. impr<1 note lG:i. 
1.11, 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 504(11) (2012); Ruclwr, 535 U.S. 125; 
T RUPIANO LAW, Jtwc11ile De(e1111e, htLp://www.Lrupianolaw.com/procl.ice• 
nreas/c1·iminnl-dofensc-whitc•collt1r •Cl'ime/juvenilc-c.lefcnse (lasL visited /\pr . 9, 2017). 
2n. 8 U.S.C. § 1182(11) (2012); JO U.S.C. § 504(n) (2012); VT. STA1'. ANN. tit. 33, § 5117 
(2016); Ruelle,·, 585 U.S. 125; Shah cL al., $upro note 1G3. 
~ 8 u.s.c. § l l 82(a)(20l 2); 10 u.s.c. §50'1(0)(2012); VA. Cooi:: ANN. § 16.1-300 
(2016). VA. CODE ANN.§ 16.1-301 (2016); R11clter. 535 U.S. 125; Marg,wet A. Nelson, 
Marlled for life: '4011g-Tc1·111 B((ects of J11vc11ile Adj11dicaiio11s, 57 VA. LAW. (2008), 
http://www.vsl>.org/docs/valawyermagazine/vl 1208juv-ucljud icaLions.pdf: '1'1 Ir•: LEGAL 
ANO l,EGISLA'l'lVJ-: Rr,ft<;l'ONSI~, supra not.o 169; Shah ct a l., supra not.o 163. 
~ 8U.S.C.§1182(a) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 60~(a) (2012); 42 U.S.C. § 1437n(f)(l) (2010); 
42 u.s.c. § 13663(a) (2010); Wi\SH. RF.V. COl) I•: § 9.'11.0110(6) (2010); WASH. lh:v. 
CODE§ 9A.'14. mo (2010); WASH. Jhw. COOP,§ 13.04.155 (2010); WASH. RP.V. CODE§ 
13.'10.265 (2010); WASH. Rev. Coor,§ 13.50.050 (2010); WAf;H. REV. CODE§ 
46.20.265(2) (2010); Wi\S11. Rr.v. Cooi:: § 66.44.365 (2010); WASH. Rev. Cooi,; § 
69.41.065 (2010); WASH. R~~V. Coo~:§ 69.52.070 (2010); Rucher. 536 U.S. 125; 2,1 
C.F.R. § 966.'l(I) (2010); l<im /\ml>rose and Alli!!On Millikon. Beyond duuonile OmrL· 
Lo11g,'l 'er111 Impacts of a J nuenile Recol'tl (2013), 
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graduate school Required to register as a sex 
Joining the military offender if transferred to 
Becoming a U.S. citizen adult court 
Records can be accessed by the Evicted from public housing 
general public, school officials, Required to give fingerprints 
potential employers to law enforcement for any 
Records for juvenile sex offender felony or misdemeanor sex 
cases can never be sealed, offense case 
expunged or destroyed 
Records for juvenile sex offender 
cases can never be sealed, Fortunately, if the youth 
expunged or destroyed qualifies, cxpungement is 
West Virginia208 Records are available to school available for all juvenile 
officials offenses 
Joining the military Evicted from public housing 
Becoming a U.S Citizen 
Juvenile record information is 
Fortunately, if the youth 
available to school personnel 
qualifies, expungement is 
Wisconsin209 available for all juvenile ,Joining the military 
offenses 
Becoming a U.S Citizen Evicted from public housing 
Getting a job 
Wvoming210 Joinin~ the military Stts1iended or expelled from 
http://www.defensenct.org/resources/publications-1/bcyond-juvenile-
courtl8cyond%20Juvenilc%20Cour t.pdf; 'l'HI~ LF.CAL ,\ND U;CISI.A1'1VE RESPONSI•:, 
s1tpra note 169; 'l'IIINI< l3Er-'OHE You PLJ;A, s11pra note 98. 
ws 8 U.S.C. § 1182(a) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 504(n) (2012): W. VA, CODF; § 119-5-17 (2016); 
W. VA. Coot,:§ 49.5.JS(a) (201G); l?uclter, 635 U.S. 125; S.13. 601 C#. Va. 2013); '1'111; 
Ll,:C:/\1. 1\NO LEGISI.A1'1VE RlsSPONSI•:, supra noLo 169; Shah ct a l.. Sttpl'(J 1101.-0 163. 
200 WIS. S1w1·, § 938.855(4m)(a) (2016); Shah cl a l., supra note 168; sec also 8 U.S.C. § 
1182(a) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 504(n) (2012); w,s. S1wr. § 938.396 (2016); w,s. S·rA1'. § 
938.396(l)(a)(2) (2016); Rucfwr. 535 U.S. 125; Stat.o v. l~i-ic A., 2011 WI App 58, 7-
1 1; I n re Adam 0.13., 2007 W l App 216 (Wis . Ap1,. 2007). 
210 8 U.S.C. § 1 l82(n) (2012); 10 U.S.C. § 50•1(a) {2012); 42 U.S.C. § 1'137d(k) (2010); 
•12 U.$.C. § 1437f(d)(l)(Il)(iii) (2010); 42 U.S.C. § 1437n(0(1) (2010); 42 U.S.C. § 
1366l(b)(2) (2010); 42 U.$.C. § l3663(a) (2010); WYO. S'rl\'1'. ANN.§ 1'1•6-2117(a)(ix) 
(2010); WYO. STAT. ANN.§ l'1•6-429(d)(iii) (2010); Rucluw, 535 U.S. 125; C.1".R. § 
966.4(1) (2010); 24 C.fi'.R. § 982.553(a)(l)(i)(A) (2010); '!'ME LEGJ\J.J\ND l~EGISl,A'l'IVE 
RE.'lPONSE:. supra note 169; 'l'tJINI< BEfOR" You Pl,1:!A, Sltpra note 93. 
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Becoming a U.S. citizen school 
Records can be accessed by the Required to register as a sex 
general public, school officials, offender if transferred to 
potential employers adult court 
Records for juvenile sex offender Evicted from public housing 
cases can nevei· be sealed, 
expunged or destroyed 
